
THE SOPHISTA.

 

PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE.

THEODORUS, An ELEAN GUEST, or STIANGBR,

SOCRATFS, And THEETETUS.

WE are come, Socrates, according to our agreement yesterday, as goad

manners require, and have brought with us this guest, who is an Elean by

birth, but very different from the aſſociates of Parmenides and Zeno: he

is however a great philoſopher.

Soc. Perhaps, therefore, Theodorus, aCCOrding to the aſſertion of Homer ',

you are conductiug a certain God, and not a stranger. For he ſays, that

both other Gods, and eſpecially the hoſpitabledeity, are converſant with

men who participate of just ſhame, and that they inſpect the inſolent and

the equitable conduct of men. So that perhaps he who now follows you,

is one of the natures ſuperior to man, who attends you in order to behold

and confute us who diſpute badly, as being himſelf a certain reprehending

God.

THEO. This is not the manner of this guest, Socrates, but he is more

modest than thoſe that are studious of contention. And he appears to me,

as being a man, not to be a God, but to be divine: for ſo I denominate-all

philoſophers.

' Odyſſ. lib. vii. ver. 485, &e. See the Apolog'y for the Fables of Homer, Vol. i. p. 163 of this

work. lt is well obſerved by the Greek Scholiast on this place, that Socrates now, conſistently

with what he aſſerts in the Republic, reprobates theſe verſes of Homer, but in a milder manner,

in conſequence of becoming an aſſociate with the Elean guest.

4. Soc.
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Soc. And you do well in calling them ſo, my friend. But indeed the

genus of philoſophers is not much more eaſily distinguiſhed, as I may ſay,

than that of divinity. For thoſe who are not fictitiouſly but truly phi

loſophers, appear through the ignorance of others to be of an all-various

nature, while they Wander about cities, and behold from on high the life of

inferior natures. And to ſome they appear to deſerve no honour, but by

others they are conſidered as worthy of all honour. And ſometimes they

appear to be politicians, but at other times Sophists; and ſometimes, in

the opinion of certain perſons, they are conſidered to be perfectly inſane.

l would gladly, therefore, inquire of this our guest, if agreeable to him,

what his familiars the Eleans think of theſe things, and how they denomi.

nate them. '

THEO. What things do you mean, Socrates?

Soc. The ſophist, politician, and philoſopher.

THEO. What, and of what kind, is the doubt about theſe, which you

would wiſh to have diſſolved?

Soc. This: Whether they denominate all theſe, one or two. Or

as there are three names, whether they alſo make a distribution into three

genera, and aſcribe the reſpective names to the reſpective genera.

THEO. But I think that be will not envioufly refuſe to diſcuſs theſe

things. Or how ſhall we ſay, guest?

Gvas-r. In this manner, Theodorus; For I ſhall not enviouſly refuſe,

nor is it difficult to inform you, that they think theſe are three genera:

but to deſine clearly what each of them is, is not a ſmall nor an eaſy work.

THEO. You have perhaps, Socrates, fallen upon questions ſimilar to thoſe

which we were aſking this our guest before we came hither. But he then

gave us the ſame anſwers as he just now gave you: for he ſaid, that he

had ſufficiently heard, and did not forget them.

Soc. Yon ought, therefore, to gratify us, O guest, with reſpect to our

first question: But tell us thus much, whether you are accustomed to diſ

cuſs by yourſelf in a long diſcourſe, that which you wiſh to evince, or by

interrogations, which I once heard Parmenides employing, and at the ſame

time delivering all-beautiful arguments, I being then a young and he a very

elderly man.

Guasr. lf any one anſwers, Socrates, without difficulty, and in a placid

manner.
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manner, it is more eaſy to diſcourſe with ſuch a one by interrogating; but

if not, it is better to diſcourſe by oneſelf. '

Socl You are at liberty, therefore, to chooſe whichever of theſe you

þleaſe: for we ſhall all of us obey you without reluctance. But-I would

adviſe you to chooſe ſome young man for this purpoſe, either Theaetetus

here, or any other that you may think proper.
i GUEST. I am aſhamed, Socrates, that, converſing with you now for the

first time, I have not given word for word, but, making a long diſcourſe

"either by myſelf or to another, I have acted as if I had been framing a

demonstration. For in reality no one ſhould expect that the preſent

question can be ſolved with the greatest facility: for it requires a very long

diſcuſſion. On the contrary, not to gratify you, and thoſe that are now

aſſembled, eſpecially ſince you have aſked in ſo modest a manner, would, as.

it appears to me, be inhoſpitable and rustic; ſince, from what l have before

ſaid, and from what you have now urged me to do, ſil ſhall have Thezetetus

here as my aſſociate in thc diſcuflion.

THEE. By thus acting indeed, O guest, as Socrates ſays, you willgratify

all of us.

GUEST. It appears then,Theaetetus, that nothing further muſt be ſaid against

theſe things. And as it ſeems, after this, I must addreſs myſelf to you..

But if being weary through the length of the diſcourſe you ſhould become

indignant, do not blame me, but theſe your companions, as the cauſe of this..

THEJE. I am far from thinking that this will be the caſe: but if a. thing of

this kind ſhould take place, then we can call upon the nameſake of Socratesv

here, who is of the ſame age with me, and is my aſſociate in gymnastic

exerciſes, and who is not unaccustomed to accompliſh. many laborious things.

in conjunction with me;

GUEST. You ſpeak well. Deliberate, therefore, about theſe things by

yourſhlf, in the courſe ofthe diſputation: but now conſider in common withv

me, beginning in the- fi'rst- place (as it appears to me) from the ſophist;

and let us evince by our diſcourſe what he is.. For now both you andI

have only the namein-commonv-rcſpecting this thing: but perhaps each of

us thinks differently a-s-to the thing denominated. But it is always reqniſite

reſpecting every thing, rather to conſent through reaſons to the thing iſclf,

than to the name alone without. reaſon.. H0wever,.with reſpect to the tribe

which
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which we now take upon us to invcstigate, it is by no means eaſy to appre

hend what a ſophist is. It appears however to all men, and is an antient

opinion, that whoever wiſhes to labour through great things well, ſhould

exerciſe himſelf in ſuch as are ſmall and more eaſy, before he attempts ſuch

as are the greatest. Now, therefore, as we are of opinion that the genus

of a ſophist is difficult to invcstigate, I would adviſe, Theaetetus, that we

ſhould first of all conſider the method of this investigation, in ſomething

more eaſy: unleſs you are able to ſhow a more expeditious way.

THEIE. But l am not able. r

GUEST. Are you willing, therefore, that, adducing a vile thing, we ſhould

establiſh it as a paradigm of a greater thing?

THEZE. Yes. *

GUEST. But what if we propoſe a thing well known, and of a trifiing

nature, but which will contribute as well as any-thing to the apprehenſion

of greater things? as for instance a fiſherman. Is he not known to every

one? and is it not likewiſe certain, that he does not deſerve much ſerious

conſideration? .

THEE. lt is ſo.

GUEST. Yet I ſuſpect he will furniſhrus with a method, and reaſoning

proceſs, not unadapted to our deſign.

THBE. In this caſe, therefore, it will be well.

GUEST. Come then, let us begin from this: and inform me, whether

we ſhould conſider a ſiſherman, as one endued with art, or as without art,

'but poſſeſſing another power.

THEIE. &Ve must by no means conſider 'him as without an.

GUEST. But there are nearly two ſpecies ofall arts.

THEIE. How ſo *?

GUEST. Agriculture, and the care reſpecting every mortal body, 'together

with that pertaining-to every thing compoſite and plastic, which we deno

minate an utenſil, and in conjunction with theſe the imitative power, an

which may be justly called by one name.

THEIE. How ſo? and by what name? -

GUEST. When any one afterwards leads into existence that which was

not before, then we ſay that he who leads makes, and that the 'thing led is

made.

<voL. m. v 2 1: Tuzz,
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THLL- Right.

Gum-r. But all the particulars which we just now mentioned poſſeſs a

power adapted to this. *

THEJE. They do.

Guesr. ln a ſummary way, therefore, we ſhall denominate them effcctive.

Tartar. Be it ſo.

Gum-r. But after this, the whole ſpecies of diſcipline and knowledge,

together with the ſpecies of gain, contest and hunting, may be called a

certain art of acquiring, ſince no one of theſe fabricates any thing, but pro

cures things which are and have been, partly ſubjecting them to its power

by words and actions, and partly conceding them to thoſe by whom they. are

received.

THEB. They may be ſo called: for it is proper.

Guns-r. Since all arts, therefore, conſist either in acquiring or in effecting,

in which of theſe, Theaetetus, ſhall we place the art of ſistring?

THEIE. Doubtleſs in the art of acquiring.

GUEST. But are there not two ſpecies of the art of acquiring? the one

being a commutation between thoſe that are willing, through gifts, buying,

and wages? But the other will be a mancipation, effected either by deeds

or words.

THEE. It appears this must be the caſe, from what has been ſaid.

Gum-r. But what? Must not mancipation alſo receiVe a twofold diviſion ?

THEE. After what manner ? ,

Gunsr. The one being apparent, and wholly agonistic; but the other

being occult, and wholly conſisting in hunting.

THEE. Yes.

GUEST. lt is likewiſe abſurd, not to give hunting a twofold diviſion.

THEE. Inform me how.

'Gvnsn Onc member of the diviſion conſists of the inanimate, and the

other of the animated kind.

THE-115. Undoubtedly: for there are both theſe.

Ours-r. How, indeed, is it poſſible there ſhould not? And it is requiſite

that we ſhould leave the hunting of inanimate things without a name,

andv that we ſhould likewiſe diſmiſs the conſideration of Certain parts of

the art of ſwimming, and other trifling things of this kind; and denominate

the
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the other part, which is the hunting of animated natures, the hunting of

animals.

THEE. Be it ſo.

GUEST. But is it not justly ſaid, that there is a twofold ſpecies of the,

hunting of animals? one being the hunting of the pedestrian kind, which

is distinguiſhed by many ſpecies and names, but the other of every ſwimming

animal, and which is denominated hunting in water?

Turns. Entirely ſo.

Gum-r. But of the ſwimming diviſion, we ſee that one kindcuts the air

with wings, and that the other is aquatic.

Turns. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But all the hunting ofthe winged tribe is called 'To-wling,

Time. It is ſo.

GUEST. But nearly that of all the aquatic tribe, fiſhing.

THBE. Yes,

Gvnsr. But what? Must we not divide this hunting into two greatefi

parts ?

THEB. What are theſe parts?

Guzsr. According to which we either fiſh with nets, or by percuffion.

THEE. How do you ſay? And how do you divide each ?

Guzs-r. That every thing which on all ſides encloſing tefirains any thing

for the ſake of impediment, is fitly denominated a net.

THEE. Entirely ſo.

Guasr. But do you call a bow-net, dictuon ', a ſhare, and a caſting-net,

any thing elſe than nets?

THEE. Nothing elſe.

GUEST. We must ſay, therefore, that this hunting with nets is a part of

fiſhing, or ſomething of this kind.

THEJE. We must. *

Guns'r. But that which is accompliſhed with hooks and darts, by per

cuffion, and which is different from the other kind of fiſhing, it will be

proper that we ſhould now call by one word, percutient-hunting, unleſs you,

Thesetetus, have any thing better to ſay.

' The diſh/on was a larger and wider kind of' net. A .

2 E 2 Trill.
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THEE. Let us pay no attention to the name: for this is ſufficient.

GUEST. Of percutient-hunting, therefore, one kind is I think nocturnal,

being effected by the light of ſire; and on this account it happens to be

called igniferous.

THEIE. Entirely ſo.

GUEsT. But the other kind is diurnal, and is effected with tridents hooked

on the extremities of rods; the whole of this being aduncous ſiſhing.

T-HEJE. It is indeed ſo called.

GUEST. Of aduncous-percutient-ſiſhing, therefore, that kind which is

effected by darting the triclents into the water from on high, is I think

called by ſome tridental fiſhing.

THEIE. So certain perſons ſay.

GUEST. Only one ſpecies then, as I may ſay, remains.

THEE. What is that? '

GUEST. A percuffion contrary to this, effected indeed with a hook, but

net caſually striking any part of the' body, as in ſiſhing with tridents, but

piercing only the head and mouth of the fiſh, and drawing it upwards with

rods and reeds. By what name, Theaetetus, ſhall we ſay this ought to. be

called? .

THEE. By that of aduncous fiſhing with rods: and we now appear to

have accompliſhed that which we propoſed to diſcuſs.

GUEST. Now, therefore, you and I have not only accarded in giving a

name to fiſhing, but we have likewiſe ſufficiently exPlained the manner in

which it is conducted. For, of the whole art, one half we ſaid conſisted in

acquiring; and the half of this in manual ſubjugation; and again the half

of this in hunting. Likewiſe that the half of huhting conſisted in the cap

ture of animals; and that the half of the capture of animals was hunting in

water. That again, of hunting in water, the dOanard diviſion of the whole

was ſiſhing; that the half of fiſhing was percutient ; that the halfofpercutient

fiſhing was performed with a hook: and lastly, that the halfof this conſisted

in drawing that which is downwards upwards; and that, thence deriving its

name, it is called aduncous ſiſhing with rods.

THEE. This, therefore, has been in every reſpect ſufficiently ſhown.

GUEST. Come then, let us endeavour according to this paradigm to

diſcover what a ſopbist is. .

4 THEE
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THEE- By all means. >

GUEST. And this indeed was the first object of inquiry in the example

just adduced, whether a fiſherman is to be Conſidered as a rude character, or

as one endued with a certain art.

THEE. It was.

GUEST. And now, Thezetetus, ſhall we call a ſophist a rude character, or

one in every reſpect ſkilful? '

THEE. We must by no means call him a rude character. For I under

stand what you ſay, that he who is ſo. called ought not to be unſkilful, but

endued with a certain art. '

Guts-r. But with what art ought' we'to conſider him endued?

THEJE. I aſk you the ſame question.

GUEST. By the Gods, then, are we ignorant that one of theſe men is

allied to the other?

THEJE. Which men?

GUEST- The ſiſherman and the ſophist.

THEJB. In what reſpect are they allied ?

GUEST. Both of them appear to me to be hunters.

THEIE. Of what is this latter character a hunter? for we have ſpoken

of the other.

GUEST. We divided the whole of hunting into the ſwimming and the

pedestrian.

THEJE. We did.

GUEST. And we diſcuſſed, indeed, the particulars reſpecting the ſwim

ming part of aquatic natures; but we omitted the pedestrian diviſion, and

ſaid that it was multiform.

THEIE. Entirely ſo.

Guts-r. Thus far, therefore, the ſophiſt and the fiſherman equally proceed

from the art of acquiring.

THEIE. They appear ſo indeed. _

GUEST. Some however, abandoning the hunting of land animals, betake

themſelves to the ſea, to rivers and lakes, and hunt animals in theſe.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But ſome ſubjugate animals on the earth, and in rivers, as in

meadows abounding with riches and youthfulneſs.

* Term.
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THEE. How do you ſay?

Gum-r. Of pedestrian hunting there are two greatest parts.

THEE. Of what kind is each of theſe parts?

GUEST- One is the hunting of tame, and the other of ſavage animals.

THuE. Is there any hunting then of tame animals?

GUEST. Either man is a tame animal, (adapt what I ſay as you pleaſc,)

or no animal is tame ; or ſome other animal is tame, but man is a ſavage

animal: or you may ſay that man indeed is a tame animal, but you may

think that there is no hunting of men. Adopt whichever of theſe diviſions

is most agreeable to you. .

THEE. But I think, O guest, that we are a tame animal, and I ſay tha

there is a hunting of men.

Guzsr. We must ſay then that there is alſo a twofold hunting of tame

animals. *

THEIE. How ſo?

GUEST. By definiug praedatory hunting, that which reduces into bondage,

and tyrannic hunting, to be all of them violent hunting. A

THEE. Well defined. *

GUBST- But that which pertuins to judicial cast-s, popular harangues,

and diſcourſe, may ſummarily be called a certain art of perſuaſion.

THEE. Right.
ſi GUEST. But oſ this art of perſuaſion we ſay there are two kinds.

THEB. What are they? -

Gunsr. One of them is private, and the other public.

_ THEE. There are theſe two ſpecies.

GUEST. Again, with reſpect to the hunting of private petſuaſion, one kind

is effected by wages, and another by gifts.

THEE. I do not understand you.

Guesr. It ſeems you have never attended to the hunting of lovers.

THEB. In what reſpect?

GUEST. In this, that beſides other things they bestow gifts on thoſe they

have caught.

THEE. You ſpeak most true.

GUEST. Let this then be a ſpecies of the amatory art.

THBE. By all means.

6 szsT.
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lesr. But with reſpect to that ſpecies of the hunting of perſuaſion which

is effected by wages, that part of it which converſes with others through

ſavour, and entirely procures enchantments through pleaſure, that it may

thence alone receive aliment as its reward, this I think we all of us call

adulation, or a certain art administering to pleaſure.

THEIE. Undoubtedly. ,

GUBST. But another part oſ it profeſſes to converſe for the ſake of virtue,

and requires money for its reward. Ought not this part, therefore, to be

called by another name?

THEJB. Undoubtedly.

Guas-r. Endeavour to tell me this name.
THEE. It is evident. For we appear to me to haveſifound a ſophist; and

I think this name is adapted to this other part of the object of our investi

gation.

GUEST. According to the preſent reaſoning, as it ſeems, Theaetetus, the

profeſſion ofa ſophist must be called an art, ſervile, ſubjugating, and vena

tie; hunting pedestrian, tcrrcstrial, and tame animals; or, in other words,

privately bringing men into captivity for pecuniary rewards, and enſnaring

rich and noble young men, through an opinion of erudition.

THEE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Further still, let us conſider as follows :--F0r the object of our

preſent investigation does not participate of a certain vile art, but of one

various in the extreme. For, from what has been before ſaid, we may con

jecture that it does not belong to that kind of art which we just now men

tioned, but to another kind.

THEB. W'hat is that kind?

GUEST. There were in a certain reſpect two ſpecies of the art ofacquiring,

the one conſisting in hunting, and the other flowing from contracts.

THEJE. There were.

Gvns'r. We ſay, therefore, that there are two ſpecies of contracts, the

one conſisting in bestowing, and the other in buying and ſelling.

THEE. There are ſo.

GUEST. And again, we ſay that the ſpecies of contracts which conſiſts in

buying and ſelling, must receive a twofold diviſion.

THEE. How ?

Ours-r.
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GUEST. He who expoſeſis his own works to ſale may be called a ſeller of

his own property; but he who ſells the works of others, an exchangcr.

THEE. Entirely ſo.

GUEsT. But what? Is not that exchange which takes place in the ſame

city, and which is nearly the half of the whole of exchange, denominated

cauponary ?

THEE. Yes. '

' GUEST. And is not the other half that which takes place by buying and

ſelling in different cities, and which We call emporic?

THEIE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. And do we not perceive, that of emporic exchange, one part per

cttains to the nutriment of the body, and the other to the diſcipline of the

ſoul, exchanging erudition for money?

THEZE. How do you ſay?

GUEST. That .pa-rt which pertains to the ſoul We are, perhaps, unac

quainted with: for the other part we understand.

THEE. We do.

GUES-T. But we ſay that he who buys muſic in one city by. learning, and

ſells it in another by teaching, and who acts in a ſimilar manner with reſpect

to painting, enchantment, and many other things pertaining to the ſoul, as

well ſerious as jocoſe,-we ſay that ſuch .a one traffics no leſs than he who

'ſells meats and drink-s. '

THBIE. You ſpeak mosttrue. r

Guasr. Will you not, therefore, 'ſimilarly denominate him who wanders

about different cities in order to exchange diſciplines for money?

THEIE. Very much ſo.

GUEST. But of this merchandize pertaining to the ſoul, may not one part

be most justly called demonstrative ; and may not the other part, though ridi

culous, yet, ſince it is no leſs the ſelling of diſciplines than the former, be

called by a name which is the brother to that of ſelling?

THEE. Entirely ſo. -

GUEST. But in this traffic of diſciplines, he who ſells the diſiziplines of

other arts must be called by a name different from him who ſells the diſci

plines of virtue.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

Guzsr.
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Guts-r. For he who ſells the diſciplines of other arts may be aptly called

a ſeller of arts; but conſider by what name he ſhould be called who ſells the

diſciplines of virtue.

THEJE. By what other name can he be called without error, except that

which is the object of our invcstigation at preſent, a ſophist 9

GUEST. By no other. We may, therefore, now collect as follows: that,

by a ſecond investigation, a ſophist has appeared to us to be an exchanger, a.

buyer and ſeller, a merchant reſþecting diſcourſes, and one who ſells the

diſciplines of virtue.

THEJE. Very much ſo.

GUEST. In the third place, I think that you in like manner will call him,
a ſophist, who being ſettled in a city, partly buysiand partly himſelf fabriq

cares diſciplines, which he ſells in order to procure the neceſſaries of life.

THEE. Why, indeed, ſhould I not?

GUEST. You will, therefore, call him a ſophist who is converſant in ac

quiring, who traffics, and ſells either his own inventions, or thoſe of others,

about the diſciplines of virtue.

THEJE. Neceſſarily ſo. For it is requiſite to aſſent to reaſon.

GUEST. Let us still further conſider, whether the genus which we are a;

preſent invcstigating is ſimilar to a certain thing of this kind.

THEE. Of what kind?

GUEST. Of the art of acquiring, a certain part appeared to us to be

agonistic.

THEIE. It did. _ v

GUEST. lt will not, therefore, be improper to give it a twofold diviſion.

THEIE. Inform me how you divide it.

GUEST. One part is dcfcnſive, and the other offenſive.

TnEaz. It is ſo.

Gues-r. Of the offenſive part, therefore, that which takes place when

bodies ſight against bodies may be ſitly called violence.

THEE. It may.

GUEST. But what elſe, Theaetetus, can that which takes place when argu

ments oppoſe arguments bc called, except contention ?

THEIE. Nothing elſe.

GUEST. But as to contentions, there must be a twofold diviſion.

. VOL. m. 2 F Turn:
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THEB- In what reſpect?

Gums-r. For, ſo far as contention takes place through employing prolix

arguments against prolix argumcnts in public concerning things just and un

just, it isjudicial.

THEIE. It is. .

Guts-r. But when it takes place in private, by a distribution into minute

parts, through question and anſwer, are we aceustomed to call it any thing

elſe than contradiction ?

THEE. Nothing elſe.

GUEST. But of contradiction, that part which is employed about contracts,

and which ſubfists caſually, and without art, is to be placed as a ſeparate ſpe
cies, ſince reaſon distinguiſhes it from other kinds of contradiſſction; but it

has neither been aſſigned a name by any of the antients, nor does it deſerve

to be denominated by us at preſent.

Turns. True.

GUEST. For it is divided into parts extremely ſmall and all-various. But

that which proceeds according to art, and diſputes about things just and un

just, and univerſally about other particulars, we are aceustomed to call con

tentious.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But oſ the contentious diviſion, one part diffipates poſſeffions, and

the other accumulates wealth.

THEE. Entirely ſo.

Cures-r. We ſhould, therefore, endeavour to diſcover by what name each

oſ theſe ought to be called.

THEJE. It is proper to do ſo.

GUEST. lt appears then to me, that he who, through delighting in the

study oſ contention, neglects his affairs, and is always hunting after trifling

questions, cannot be called any thing elſe than a man of words.

THEZE. He may, indeed, be called ſo.

GUEST. But do you now, in your turn, endeavour to inform me how he is

to be denominated who endeavours to acquire wealth from private contention.

THEE. Can any one with rectitude call him any thing elſe than that won.

derful character the ſophist, which we investigate, and who now again for

the fourth time preſents himſelf to our view i

4 Guas-r.
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GUES'r. As reaſon, therefore, again ſhows us, a ſophist is nothing elſe

than that pecuniary genus which is converſant with the art of contention,

with contradiction, controverſy, hostile oppoſition, and with the agoniſiic art,

and that ofacquirincr. '

THEJEL He is altogether ſo.

GUEST. Do you not perceive, therefore, that it is truly ſaid, this wild beast

is a various animal, and that, according to the proverb, he is not to be caught

with the other hand ?

Turne. It will, therefore, be proper to uſe both hands.

GUEST. It will be proper, and v\ e must do ſo to the utmost of our power.

But inform me, whether we have any ſervile names?

THEE. XVe have many. But reſpecting which of the many do you aſk

me ?

GUEST. Such as when we ſay to waſh, to distribute, to boil, and to ſeparate.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

Gvns'r. And beſides theſe, to card wool, to draw down, to comb, and ten

thouſand other ſuch-like words which we meet with in the arts. Or do we

not? ,

THEB. Which among theſe do you wiſh to ſerve throughout, as an in.

stance of what you mean to evince?

Gunsr. All the names that have been mentioned are in a certain reſpect

diviſive.

THEB. They are.

GUBS r. According to my reaſoning, therefore, ſince there is one art in all

theſe, we ſhould call them by one name.

THBE. By what name?

GUEST. Segregative.

THEIE. Be it ſo.

Guzsr. Conſider, again, whether we are able to perceive two ſpecies of

this?

THEE. You ſeem to urge me to a mpid conſideration. v

Cures-r. And, indeed, in all theſe ſegregations, the worſe was ſeparated

from the better, and the ſimilar from the ſimilar.

TH EJE. It appears that it was nearly ſo ſaid.

2 F z Gons'r.
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Guns'r. Of the latterof theſe ſegregations, therefore, I cannot tell the

name ; but lcan of that which leaves the better and rejects the worſe.

THEJE. Inform me what it is.

GUEST. The whole of this ſeparation (as I conjecture) is called by all men

a certain purification.

THEJE. It is ſo called.

Guasr. Docs not, therefore, every one ſee that the cathartic ſpecies is

twofold i

THEIE. Yes. Ifany one, perhaps, thinks about it at leiſure; for I do

not ſee it at preſent.

GUEST. And, indeed, it is proper to comprehend in one name the many

.ſpecies of purgations pertaining to the body.

THEE. What kind of purgations do you mean ? and by what name ought

.they to be called P * "

GUEST. The inward purgations of the bodies of animals, by gymnastic

and medicine, which purify by rightly ſeparating; and thoſe which operate

externally, and which it is vile to. mention, viz. ſuch as baths afford; and

likewiſe the purgations of inanimate bodies, by means of the fuller's art, and

the whole art of adorning the body, which occaſions attention to things of a

trifling nature,-all theſe appear to be allotted many and ridiculous names..
THEE. Very much ſo. i

GUBST. Entirely ſo, indeed, Theaetetus. But the order of reaſoning cares

neither more nor leſs, whether wiping with a ſponge purifies in a ſmall de

gree, but the drinking a medicine is more advantageous to us, by the purifi

cation it affords. For, that it may understand all arts, by endeavouring to

apprehend What is allied, and what not, it equally honours the ſeveral arts,

and is of opinion that ſome are not more ridiculous than others according

to ſimilitude. It likewiſe conſiders hunting, effected through military diſci

"pline, as in no reſpect more venerable than ſearching after vermin, but for

. the most part more futile. And now, indeed, which was what you aſked,

We have comprehended in one name all the powers which are allotted the

puriſication either of an animated or inanimate body; but it is of no conſe

quence to the preſent diſputation what name may appear to be more becom

ing, if it be only placed ſeparate from the purgations of the ſoul, and include

5 - .. m
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in itſ'elf all ſuch things as purify the body. For the order of reaſoninv now
endeavours to ſeparate the puriſication of the dianoe'tic part from otheci- pur

gations, if we understand what it wiſhes to accompliſh.

THEJE. But I do understand, and I grant that there are two ſpecies of

purification; one ſpecies reſpecting'the ſoul, and the other, which is ſeparate

from this, reſpecting the body.

GUEST. You ſpeak in the most beautiful manner. Attend to me, there

ſore, in what follows, and endeavour to give a twofold diviſion to what has

been ſaid.

THEIE. Wherever you may lead, I will endeavour to diſtribute in con

junction with you.

GUEST. Do we not ſay, then, that depravity in the ſoul is ſomething diſ.

ferent from virtue?

THEE. Undoubtedly.

Guzs-r. And we likewiſe ſaid, that puriſication conſists in rejecting what

is depraved, and preſerving what remains.

THEIE. We did ſay ſo.

GUEST. So far, therefore, as we ſhall diſcover an ablation of depravity in

the ſoul, we ought to call it purgation. ,_ '

THEE. And very much ſo.

GUEST. Two ſpecies of depravity in the ſoul must be establiſhed.

THUE. What are they?

Gust. 'The one is like diſeaſe in the body, but the other reſembles inhe

rent baſeneſs.

THEIE. I do not understand you.

GUEST. Perhaps you do not think that diſeaſe is the ſame with ſedition. *

THEIE. Again, I am not able to anſwer this question.

GUBST. Whether do you think ſedition is any thing elſe than the cormp

tion of natural alliance through a certain diſcord 3

THEB. It is nothing elſe.

Guasr. And is baieneſs any thing elſe than entire deformity, ariſing from

the immoderation of things of one kind ?

Tnue. It is nothing elſe.

Guzsr. What then, do we not ſhe in the ſoul of the depraved that opi.

mous
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nions differ from deſires, anger from pleaſures, reaſon from pain, and all theſe

from each other?

THEE. And very much ſo.

GUEST. But all theſe are neceſſarily allied to each other.

THBJE. Undoubtedly.

Guasr. We ſhall ſpeak rightly, therefore, in calling depravity the ſedition

and diſeaſe of the ſoul.

THEE. We ſhall ſpeak most rightly.

Gussr. But what, when we ſee ſuch things as participate of motion, and

propoſe to themſelves a certain end, wander from and miſs the mark accord

ing to every impulſe, do we ſay that they are affected in this manner through

ſymmetry to each other, or, on the contrary, through a privation of ſym

metry ?

THEIE. It is evident that this happens through a privation of ſymmetry.

Gums-r. But we know that every ſoul is involuntarily ignorant of any

thing.

THEIE. Very much ſo.

GUEST. But ignorance is nothing elſe than a delirium of the ſoul, which,
while it is impelled to truth, wanders in its apprehenſion oſ things. i

TH 513. Entirely ſo. .

GUEST. We must conſider, therefore, a ſoul involved in ignorance as baſe

and deformed.

THEE. So it appears.

GUEST. It ſeems, therefore, that there are theſe two genera of evils in the

ſoul; one of which is called by the multitude depravity, and is most evi

dently a diſeaſe.

Turns. lt is.

GUEST. But the other the multitude call ignorance, but they are unwilling

to acknowledge that this is a vice in the ſoul.

THEE. It must by all means be granted, though when you just now ſpoke

I was doubtful of it, that there are two genera of vice or depravity in the

ſoul; and that we ought to conſider timidity, intemperance, injustice, and

every thing elſe of this kind, as a diſeaſe in us; but the paſſion of abundant

and all-various ignorance as baſeneis.

Gussr.
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Guesr. In the body, therefore, are there not two certain arts about theſe

two paſſions?

THEIZ. What are theſe arts?

Gum-r. About baſeneſs, gymnastic ; but about diſeaſe, medicine.

THEIE. It appears ſo.

GUEST. About inſolence, therefore, injustice, and timidity, is not chastiz.

ing juſlice naturally the most adapted of all arts?

THEIE. lt is likely, as I may ſay, according to human opinion.

GUEST. But, can any one ſay that there is a more proper remedy for all

ignorance than erudition?

THEE. No one can.

Gues-r. Must we ſay, therefore, that there is only one kind of erudition,

or that there are more kinds than one? But take notice, that there are two

greatest genera of it.

THEJE. I do take notice.

GuesT. And it appears to me that we ſhall very rapidly diſcover this,

THEB. In what manner?

Gues'r. By perceiving that ignorance has a certain twofold diviſion. For,

being twofold, it is evident that it neceſſarily requires a twofold mode oſjn,

struction, correſponding to the members of its diviſion.

THHE. What then? Is that apparent which is the object of your preſent

inveſligation ? '

Goesr. I perceive, indeed, a great and ponderous ſpecies of ignorance,

which outweighs all its other parts.

THEE. Of what kind is it?

GUEST. When hewho is ignorant ofa thing appears to himſelf to know

it. For it appears that through this all the deceptions in our diano'e'tic part

take place.

THEE. True.

Guzsr. And 1 think that to this ſpecies of ignorance alone the name of

'usticity ſhould be given.

TIIEE. Entirely ſo.

Guesr. How, therefore, do you think that part of erudition ſhould' be

called which liberates from this ſpecies of ignorance i

THEE.
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4 THEE. I think, indeed, O gueſt, that the other part is denominated de

miurgic erudition, but that this is called by us diſcipline.
GUEST. It is nearly ſo denominated, Themtetus, byvall the Greeks. But

this alſo must be conſidered by us, whether the whole of this is indiviſible, or

poſſeſſes a certain diviſion which deſerves to be named.

, THEE. It is requiſite to conſider this.

GUEST. It appears, therefore, to me, that this may be ſtill further divided.

THEJE. According to what?

GUEST. Of the crudition which is effected by diſcourſe, one way appears

to be more rough, and another part of it more ſmooth.

THEE. Of what kind do we call each of theſe P

GUEST. 'The one antient and paternal, which men formerly adopted to

wards their children, and many uſe at preſent, viz. as often as children do

wrong, partly ſeverely reproving; and partly mildly admoniſhing them. But

the whole of this may be called with the utmoſt propriety admonition.

THME. It may ſo. -

GUEST. But ſome are of opinion that all ignorance is involuntany, and that

no one who thinks himſelf wiſe is willing to learn thoſe things .in which he

conſiders himſelf as ſkilled; but that the admonitory ſpecies of diſcipline

makes very ſmall advances with great labour.

THEJE. And they think right.

GUEST. They likewiſe adopt another mode'in order to diſcloſe this opinion.

Tnzm. What mode? *

GUEST. By inquiring into thoſe particulars about which a man thinks he

'ſays ſomething to the purpoſe, when at the ſame time this is far from being

the caſe. In the next place, they eaſily explore the opinions of thoſe that

err, and, collecting them-together by a reaſoning proceſs, render them the

ſame with each other: and after this they evince that theſe opinions are

contrary to themſelves, reſpecting the ſame things, with reference to the

fime,_and,according to the ſame. But thoſe whoſe opinions are thus ex

plored, on ſeeing this, are indignant with themſelves, and become milder to

others; and after this manner are liberated from mighty and rigid opinions;

-.which liberation is of all others the most pleaſant to hear, and the most firm

to him who is the ſubject of it. For, O beloved youth, thoſe that puriſy

theſe
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theſe think in the ſame manner as phyſicians with reſpect to bodies. Fo'r

phyſicians arc of opinion, that the body cannot enjoy ſalubrious food till

ſome one removesthe impediments it contains. In like manner, theſe men

tal purificrs think that the ſoul can derive no advantage from diſciplincs ac

commodated to its nature, till he who is confuted is aſhamed of his error, and,

the impediments of diſciplines being expelled, viz. falſe opinions, he becomes

pure, and alone thinks that he knows the things which he does know, and

not more than he knows.

THEIE. This is the best and the most modeſt of habits.

GUEST. Hence, Thezctetus, we must ſay, that confutation ' is the greatest

and the chief ofall purifications; and that he who is not confuted, even

though he ſhould be the great king himſelf, ſince he would be unpurified in

things of the greatest conſequence, will be rude and baſe with reſpect to

thoſe things in which it is ſit he ſhould be most pure and beautiful, who

wiſhes to become truly happy.

THEIE. Entirely ſo.

Ours-r. But by whom ſhall we ſay this art is employed? For I am afraid

to ſay it is uſed by the ſophists.

THFJE. On what account?

, GUEST. Lest we ſhould honour them more than is ſit.

THEIE. But yet what has been just now ſaid appears to be adapted to a

certain character of this kind.

GUEST. So likewiſe a wolf reſembles a dog, a most ſavage a most mild

animal. But he who wiſhes to be free from deception ought to guard against

ſimilitude above all things: for it is a genus of the greatest lubricity. But,

at the ſame time, let theſe things be admitted ; for I think it is not proper

to diſpute about ſmall terms, at a time when theſe ought to be carefully

avoided.

THEJE. It is not proper.

GUÞTST. Let, therefore, a ſpecies of the ſeparating art be cathartic: and

let a part ofthe cathartic ſpecies be limited to the ſoul. But ofthis let a part

be doctrinal; and of the doctrinal let diſcipline be a part. But of diſcipline,

' Plato here alludes to the third energy of the dialectic method, the end of which is a puriſi

cation from twofold ignorance. See the Introduction to the Parmenides.

VOL. m. 2 o that
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that confntation which takes place about a vain opinion of wiſdom ſhould

be called, as it appears from our preſent diſcourſe, nothing elſe than that

ſophistic art which is of a noble race.

THEE. lt ſhould be ſo called. But I am dubious, what, out of many

things which preſent themſelves, it is fit truly and strenuouſly to call a

ſophist.

GUEST. You are very properly dubious. But indeed it is proper to

think, that even a ſophist himſelf will now very much doubt, by what

means he may eſcape our arguments. For the proverb rightly ſays, lt is

not eaſy to avoid all things. Now, therefore, let us attack him with all our

might. -

THEE. You ſpeak well.

Gum-r. But, in the first place, let us stop as it were to take breath, and

reaſon among ourſelves, at the ſame time mutually resting when we are

weary. Let us conſider, then, how many forms the ſophist aſſumes. For

we appear from our first investigation to have diſcovered, that he is a

mercsnary hunter of the youthful and rich.

THEE. We do ſo. '

GUEST. But from our ſecond investigation it appears, that he is a certain

merchant in the diſciplines of the ſoul.

THEZE. Entirely ſo. .

GUEST. And did he not, in the third place, appear to be a huckster

about theſe ſame things? '

THEE. He did. And did we not, in- the fourth place, find him. to be

one who ſells us his own inventions?

GUEST. You properly remind me. But I will endeavour to remember

the fifth particular. For, in the next place, we found him to be one who

strives in the agonistic exerciſe about diſcourſes, and who is defined from

the art of contention.

THEE. We did ſo. .

Gunsr. The ſixth form is indeed ambiguous ; but at the ſame time wo

must admit it, and grant that a ſ0phist is a purifier of ſuch opinions as are

an impediment to diſciplines reſpecting the ſoul.

* Turns. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Do you therefore perceive, that, when any one appears to poſſeſs

a (cientific
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a ſcientiſic knowledge of many things, and is called by the name 0f*one

art, this is not a ſimnd phantaſm? lt is indeed evident, that he who is thus

affected with reſpect to any art cannot behold that particular thing to

which all theſe diſciplines look. Hence he who poſſeſſes a multitude of

diſciplinesſhould be called by many names, instead of one name.

THEJE. This appears to be in the highest degree natural. A

GUEST. Leſt, therefore, the ſame thing ſhould happen to us through in

dolence in this investigation, let us repeat, in the first place, one of the

things _which we ſaid reſpecting the ſophist: for one of theſe appears to me

eſpecially to indicate him. '

THEE. Which of them? _

GUEST. We ſaid that he was in a certain reſpect a contradictor.

Turn-3. We did.

GUEST. And does he not alſobecome a teacher of this to others?

Turne. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Let us now, therefore, conſider, about what it is that ſophists

ſay they make others contradictors. But let our conſideration from the

beginning be as follows. With reſpect to divine things which are un

apparent to the many, do ſophists ſufficiently impart the power of con

tradiction?

THEE. This is indeed aſſerted of them.

GUEST. But what with reſpect to things apparent, ſuch as earth and

heaven, and the particulars pertaining to theſe?

THEIE. What of them?

GUEST. For, in private converſations, when any thing is aſſerted in

general reſpecting generation and eſſence, we ſay that the ſophists are

ſkilled in contradicting, and that they are able to render others like them

ſelves.

Turns. Entirely ſo. _

Guasr, But what, with reſpect to laws, and all political concerns, do *

they not alſo promiſe to make men contentious in theſe?

Tnem. No one, as I may ſay, would diſcourſe with them unleſs they

promiſed this.

GUEST. But writings containing ſuch contradictions as ought to be urged

2 o 2 against
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against the profeſſors of the ſeveral arts, may every where be procured by

him who wiſhes to learn the art of contradiction.

THEIE. You appear to me to allude to the writings of Protagoras re

ſpecting wrestling and the other arts.

GUEST. And to the writings of many others, O bleſſed man. But is not

the art of contradicting, ſummarily a certain power, ſufficient to bring all

things into controverſy P

THEE. I-t appears, therefore, that 'nearly nothing is omitted.

GUEST. But by the Gods, O boy, do you think this is poffible? For

perhaps you young men behold this more acutely, but we more dully.

THEE. In what reſpect? and why do you particularly aſſert this? For I

do not understand your preſent question.

Guasr. l aſked, ifit were poſſible for any one man to know all things.

THEIE. If it were poſiible, our race, O guest, would be bleſſed.

GUEST. How, therefore, can any one destitute of ſcience be able, by con

tradicting, to urge any thing ſound against him who is endued with ſcience?

THEE. He cannot in'any reſpect. -

GUEST. What then is it which will be Wonderſul in the ſophistic power?

THEB. About what?

GUEST. The manner by which ſophists are able to produce an opinion in

young men, that they are the wiſest of all men in all things? For it is evident

that, unleſs they contradicted rightly, or at least appeared to do ſo to young

men, and, when appearing to do ſo, unleſs they were conſidered to be more

wiſe through their contentions, they would be without employment, and, as

you ſaid, no one would give them money to become their diſciple.

THEB. Doubtleſs no one would.

GUEST. But now men are willing to do this.

THEE. And very much ſo.

GUEST. For I think the ſophists appear to have a ſcientiſic knowledge of

thoſe particulars about which they employ contradiction.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But do they employ contradiction in all things? Shall we ſay ſo?

Tnue. Yes. *

GUEST. They appear, therefore, to their diſciples to be wiſe in all things.

3 Tnere.
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TI-IEIE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But yet they are not: for this ſeems to be impoſſible.

THEIE. lt does.

GUEST. A ſophiſl, therefore, appears to us to poſſeſs doxastic, and not

true ſcience, about all things.

THEIE. Entirely 12), And what has been now ſaid, reſpecting ſophists,

ſeems to be most rightly ſaid.

GUEST. Let us, therefore, aſſume a clearer paradigm reſpecting them.

THEJE. What is that?

GUEST. This. But endeavour to attend to what I ſay, and anſwer me

in the best manner you are able.

THEIE. Oſ uhar kind is the paradigm? -

GUEST. Juſt as if any one ſhould aſſert that he neither ſays any thing, nor

contradicts, but that he makes and cauſes all things to be known by one art.

THEE. What is your meaning in all this?

GUEST. You are ohxioufly ignorant of the beginning of what is ſaid:

for, as it ſeems, you do not understand the word all.

THUE. I do not.

GUEST. l fay then that you and I are in the number of all things, and

beſides us, other animals and trees.

THEE. How do you ſay?

GUEST. If any one ſhould aſſert that he would make you and me, and

all other living things.

TIIEIE. Of what making do you ſpeak? For you do not mean a huſband

man, becauſe the artificer you mention is a maker of animals.

JUEST. I do ſay ſo. And beſides this, he is the maker of the ſea, the

earth, the heavens, the Gods, and all other things. And as he rapidly makes

each of theſe, ſo hc ſclls each for a ſmall price.

THEIE. You ſpeak in jest.

GUEST. XVhat then? May not he alſo be ſaid to jest, who affiarts that he

knows all things, and profeſſes himſelf able to teach another all things, for

a ſmall ſum of money, and in a ſhort time?

THEIE. Entirelyio.

GUEST. But have you any ſpecies of jesting more artificial and agreeable

than the imitative?

Tnzm,
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THEIE. I have not. For you have mentioned a very ample ſpecies,

which comprehends all things in one, and is nearly most various.

GUEST. Do we not, therefore, know that he who profeſſes himſelf able to

make all things by one art, in conſequence oſ fabricating imitations and ho

monyms of things, by the art of painting, is able to deceive stupid young

_men and boys, by ſhowing them his pictures at a distance, and induce them

to believe that he is ſufficient to effect whatever he pleaſes?

THFJE. Undoubtedly. _

GUEST. But what as to diſcourſes, will it not appear to us that there

is..another certain art reſpecting theſe, by which ſcducers, as if employing

certain incantations, are able to draw young men far away from the truth,

by bewitching their ears with their diſcourſes, and exhibiting to them images

oſevery thing, instead of realities; ſo as to cauſe themſelves to appear to

ſpeak the truth, and to be the wiſest of all men in all things?

THEJE. Why ſhould there not be another certain art of this kind?

GUES r. Is it not, therefore, neceſſary, Themtetus, that many of thoſe

who then hear theſe things, after through the courſe of time they have

arrived at the perfection of manhood, and conſider the things themſelves

m'gh at hand, and are compelled through paffions clearly to handle realities,

will then abandon their former opinions, and be induced to conſider thoſe

things as ſmall, which once appeared to them to be great, thoſe things

difficult which they once Conſidered eaſy, and thus at length entirely ſubvert

all the phantaſms produced by diſcourſe, through the works which take

place in actions?

THEE. It appears ſo to me, as far as my age is capable ofjudging. For

I am of opinion, that as yet I rank among thoſe who are far distant from

the truth.

GUEST. All we, therefore, who are preſent will endeavour to affist you.

And now We ſhall endeavour, free from paffion, to approach as near as

poſiible to the truth. With reſpect to a ſophist, then, inform me whether

this is clear, that he ranks among enchanters, being an imitator of things?

or must we yet doubt whether he poſſeſſes in reality the ſciences of thoſe

things reſpecting which he appears able to contradict? i

THBJE. But how can we doubt this, O guest ? For it is nearly evident from

what has been ſaid that he is one of thoſe who participate parts oferudition.

Gvssr.
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GUEST. He must be conſidered, therefore, as a certain enchanter and

mimic. ct

THEIE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Come then: for we must now no longer drop our prey; as we.

have now nearly encloſed the ſophist in a certain net of reaſoning; ſo that

he cannot hereafter eſcape from this.

THEJE. From what?

GUEST. That he is one of thoſe who work miracles. -

THEIE. This alſo is my opinion reſpecting him.

GUEST. It ſeems, therefore, that we ſhould divide with the utmost cele

rity the image producing art; and that, entering into it, if the ſophist evi

dently waits for us, we ſhould apprehend him conformably to the royal,

mandate, and, delivering him up, exhibit our prey to the king: but that, if he

enters into the parts oſ the imitative art, we ſhould follow him, always

dividing the part which receives him, till we apprehend him. For neither

will he, nor any other gcnus, ever be able to fly from him who can purſue

every particular through all things according to method.

i Tnezz. You ſpeak well. And in this manner, therefore, we must act.

GUEST. According to the ſuperior mode of diviſion, I now appear to my

ſelf to ſee two ſpecies of the imitative art; but in which of theſe we ſhould

place the idea which is thc object of our investigation, it does not yet appear.

to me poſſible to know.

THEIE. But ſirst ofall inform me by diviſion what theſe two ſpecies are.

GUEST. I ſee that one indeed is the aſſimilative ' art. But this eſpe.

cially takes place, when any one according to the commenſurations of a para

digm, in length, depth, and breadth, and beſides this by the addtiion of- con

venient colours, gives birth to a reſemblance..

THEJE. What then, do not all thoſe that imitate any thing endeavour-to

do this?

Gunsr. Not ſuch as faſhion or paint any great work. For, if they ſhould

impart the true ſymmetry of things beautiful, you know that the upper parts

would appear ſmaller than is fit, and the lower parts greater, in conſequence

of the former being ſeen by us at a distance, and the latter nigh at hand.

.' See the Notes to the tenth book of the Republic, p

Turne.
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Tin-125. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Do not therefore artists, bidding farewell to truth, neglect real

ſymmetry, and accommodate to images ſuch commenſurations as are only

apparently beautiful ?

THEJE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. ls it not, thereforc, just to call the one ſpecies, ſince' it is a like.

neſs, an image?

THEE. Perfectly ſo.

GUEST. And is it not just to call the other ſpecies aſſmilative?

THEE. Yes.

GUEST. We must, therefore, call the other part of the imitative-art, as

we ſaid above, aſſ'milative.

TH-EIE. VVe must ſo call it.

GUEST. But what ſhall we call that which appears indeed ſimilar to the

beautiful, but, when inſpected by him who is endued with-a power ſufficient

for the purpoſe, is found not to reſeinble that to which it appears to be

ſimilar? Must we not call it a phantaſm, ſince it appears to be but is not

ſimilar P

THEIE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Is not this part abundantly to be found in painting, and in the

whole of the imitative art ?

THEIE. It is impoſſible it ſhould not.

GUEST. But may we not with the greatest rectitude call that art which

produces a phantaſm, and not an image, phantastic ?

THEE. Very much ſo.

GUEST. I have already, therefore, ſaid that theſe were two ſpecies of the

image-producing art, viz. the aſſnnilative and phantastic.

THE'IE. Right.

GUEST. But neither am I able now to ſee clearly, that of which I was then

dubious, viz. in which of theſe ſpecies the ſophist is to be placed. For this

is truly a wonderful man ; and it is extremely difficult to diſcern him ; ſince

even now, in a very excellent and elegant manner, he has fled into a ſpecres

which it is almost impoſſible to investigate.

THEIE. lt ſeems ſo.

GUEST. Do you then aſſent to this in conſequence of understanding it?

01'
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or doesa certain uſual impetus ariſing from diſcourſe induce you to a rapid

,coincidence of ſentiment ?

THEJE. How, and with a View to what, do you ſay this P

GUEST. O bleſſed man, we are truly engaged in a ſpeculation perfectly

difficult. For that this thing ſhould appear and ſeem to be, and yet is not;

and that a man ſhould aſſert certain things, and yet not ſuch as are true,-all

theſe things have always been ſubjects of the greatest doubt in former times,

and are ſo at preſent. For it follows, that he who ſpeaks in this manner

must either ſpeak falſely, or be of opinion that ſuch things truly are; and

thus ſpeaking, Thezetetus, it is extremely difficult for hini not to contradict

himſelf.

THEE. Why ſo?

GUEST. Becauſe ſuch a mode of ſpeaking dares to admit that non-being

is : for otherwiſe it would not be falſe, which itis. But the great Parme

hides, O boy, while we were yet boys, both from the first and to the end, re

jected this mode of ſpeaking. For, both in proſe and verſe, he every where

ſpeaks as follows: " Non-beings can never, nor by any means, be. But do

thou, when inquiring, restrain thy conceptions from this path." The truth

of this, therefore, is testiſied by him, and this aſſertion will the most of all

things become evident, if moderately diſcuſſed. Let us, therefore, if it is not

diſagreeable to you, conſider this in the first place.

THEE. You may do as you pleaſe with reſpect to me. But do you con

ſider what it is best to investigate, and in this path lead me.

GUEST. lt will be proper ſo to do. Tell me, then: Dare we to pronounce

that which in no reſpect is?

THEJE. How is it poſſible we ſhould not?

GUEST. Not for the ſake of contention, therefore, nor jesting, but ſeri

ouſly, every one who hears us ought to join with us in conſidering the import

of this word non-being. But can we think that he who is aſked this question

would know where to turn himſelf, or how to ſhow what non-being is ?

THEE. You aſk a difficult question, and to me, as l may ſay, entirely

impervious.

GUEST. This, however, is evident, that non-being cannot be attributed

to any thing which ranks among beings.

VOL. m. ' 2 H THBB.
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THBE. For how could it?

GUEST. Since, therefore, it cannot be attributed to being, neither can any

one rightly attribute it to any thinrr.

T HEE. Certainly not.

GUEST. This alſo is evident to- us, that this word ſhmetfi/'ng is every

where predicated of a certain being. For it is impoſſible to ſpeak of it alone,

as ifit were naked and ſolitary with reſpect to all beings.

THEE. It is impoſſible.

GUEST. Thus conſidering, therefore, must you not agree with me, that he

who ſpeaks of ſomething must neceſſarily ſpeak of one certain thing?

THBE. Yes.

GUEST. For you would ſay, that the wordſamcMZ/zg is a ſign of one thing,

and that certain-things is a ſign of'many things.

THEE. Undoubtedly. ' *

GUEST. But it is most' neceſſary, as it appears, that he who ſpeaks of that

which is not ſomething must entirely ſpeak of nothing.

THEIE. This is most neceſſary.

GUEST. Must it not therefore follow, that neither this is to be granted,

that he who ſpeaks of ſomething ſpeaks of that which is not even one thing,

or nothing? But neither must we ſay that he ſpeaks who endeavours to

enunciate non-being.

THEIB. The doubts, therefore, in which our diſcourſe is involved ſhould

come to an end.

GUEST. You do not as yet' ſpeak of ſomething great. For, O bleſſed man,

the greatest and first of doubts still remains about theſe things: for it is a
doubt which takes place about the principle of non-beino'. i

Them. Tell me how, and' do not be remiſs.

GUEST. To that which is, ſomething elſe belonging to beings may happen

THEE. Undoubtedly. *

GUEST. But ſhall we ſay, that any thing belonging to beings can ever be

preſent to that which is not?

THEA-Z. How can u e?

GUEST. But do we not rank the whole of number among beings ?'

THEE. Undoubtedly, if we rank any thing elſe among beings.

3 _ GUIST..
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'GUEST. We ſhould,'theref0re, neither attempt to attribute the multitude

ofſinumbcr, nor the one, to non-being.

THEE. Reaſon ſhows that We cannot with propriety.

GUl-15T. How, therefore, can any one enunciate by the mouth, or altoge

ther comprehend by the dianoe'tic power, non-beings, or non-being ſeparate

from number? *

TIIEIE. Tell me why not.

GUEST. When wc ſay non-beings, do We not endeavour to adjoin the

multitude ofnumber?

Undoubtedly.

GUEST. And when we ſay non-being, do we not endeavour to adjoin the

one .?

THEIE. Most clearly lb.

GUBST. And beſides this we ſay, that it is neither just nor right to endea

vour to adapt being to non-being.

THEIE. You ſpeak most truly.

GUEST. Do you not; therefore, perceive, that non-being can neither be

rightly enunciated, nor ſpoken, nor yet be cogitated, itſelf by itſelf, but that

it is incomprehcnſiblc by thought, incffiible, non-vocal, and irrational?

THEIE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Did I, therefore, just now ſpeak falſely when l ſaid, that I could

_produce the greatest doubt reſpecting it?

THFJE. What then, can we mention any doubt greater than this?

GUEST. Do you not ſee, O wonderful youth, from what has been ſaid,

that non-being leads him who confutes it into ſuch perplexity, that in the '

very attempt to confute it he is compelled to contradict himſelf?

THEZE. How do you ſay? Speak yet clearer.

GUEST. There is no occaſion to conſider any thing clearer in me. For,

when I ad0pted the poſition, that non-being ought to participate neither of

the one, nor ofmarz , both a little before, and now, I employed the term the

one. For I enunciated non-being. Do you perceive this?

THEIE. Yes.

Guesr. And again, a little before, I ſaid that non-being was non-vocal,

ineffable, and irrational. Do you apprehend me ?

2 H 2 - 'THEE
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THEE. 1 do. For how is it poſſible I ſhould not?

Gunsr. When, therefore, I endeavoured to adapt being to non-being, did

I not aſſert things contrary to what I had before advanced?

THEE. It appears ſo.

GUEST. _And in conſequence of attributing this to it, did I not ſpeak of i't

as one thing?

THEIE. Yes.

GUEST. And beſides this, while l called it irrational, ineffable, and non

vocal, did we not make theſe aſſertions as pertaining to one thing?

THEJE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. For we have ſaid, that he who ſpeaks of non-being in a preper

manner, ought neither to define it as one, nor many, nor give it any appel

lation whatever: for it is impoſſible to denominate it, without at the ſame

time calling it one thing. ſi

THEE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. What then will ibme one ſay of me? i For, both formerly and

n'ow, he will find me vanquiſhed in this contention reſpecting non-being. So

that, as I have already ſaid, you must not expect me to ſpeak properly on

this ſubject. But come, let us now conſider this affair in you.

THEB. How do you ſay?

GUEST. Endeavonr in a becoming and generous manner, as being a young

man, and with all your might, to aſſert ſomething about non-being, conform

able to right reaſon, without adding to it either eſiimcc, or t/re one, or the

multitude of number. _

THEE. It certainly would be great rafl'meſs in me to engage in a contest

in which you have been vanquiſhed.

GUEST. But, if it is agreeable to you, We will diſmiſs you and me; and

till we meet with ſome one who is able to accompliſh this, We will ſay that

a ſophist more than any other perſon conceals himſelf in an impervious

place.

THEB. Very much ſo, indeed.

GUBST. lf, therefore, we ſhould ſay that he poſſeſſhd a certain phantastic

art from this uſe of words, he Would eaſily attack us, and turn the diſcourſe

to the very contrary of what is aſſerted. For, while we call him a maker of

- images,
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images, he will immediately aſk us what we affirt an image to be. Conſi

der therefore, Theaetetus, what anſwer we ſhould give to this question of

the ſophist. _

THEJE. lt is evident we ſhould ſay that images are ſuch things as are ſeen

in water and mirrors, and beſides this, ſuch things as are painted and carved,
and every thing elſe of this kind. ſſ '

GUEST. It ſeems, Thezetetus, that you have never ſeen a ſophist.

THBE. Why ſo?

GUEST. He Would appear to you to wink, or to be entirely deprived of

eyes. 7

THEE. How ſo? A

GUEST. He would laugh at you for anſwering him by appearances in

mirrors, and by pictures and carvings, when you ſpeak to him as being your

ſelf endued with fight; and he will pretend that he knows nothing about

mirrors, or water, or even ſight itſelf, but that he alone interrogates you

about this one thing.

THEE. What is that?

Guesr. That which in all the particulars you have mentioned you think

fit to call by one name, pronouncing the word image in all of them, as being

one thing. Speak, therefore, and give aſfistance, and do not yield to the man.

THEZE. But what, O guest, can We ſay an image is, except that which,

being itſelf ſomething different, approaches to a true ſimilitude to another

thing ?

GUEST. When you ſay an image is ſomething different, do you mean that
ſiit is truly different, or do you aſſert this of ſomething elſe?

THEIE. It is by no means truly different, but only appears to be ſo, or is. .

ſimilar.

GUEST. Do you, therefore, call real being that which is true?

THEE. Ido. 4

GUEST. But is not that which is not true contrary to the true?

THBB. Undoub'tedly. * . - 1

GUEST. When, therefore, you ſay that which is ſimilar is a-t-t'he ſame

time not true, you aſſert that it is not. It has however a being. .

Thus.- How ſo?

Gums-r. You ſay that it truly is not.

' 5 . ' Turns.
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Tn-uz. It Certainly is not; but it is truly an image.

GUEST. That, therefore, which we called an image of being, is not truly

being, and that which is not truly being, truly is.

Tmzm. Non-being appears to poſſeſs a certain connection of this kind

avith being, and that in a very wonderful manner.

' GUEST. How is it poſſible it ſhould not appear wonderful? You now,

therefore, perceive that the manyuheaded ſophist, through this alternation,

compcls us unwillingly to confeſs that non-being in a certain reſpect is.

THEIE. I ſee it, and very much ſo,

GUEST. How, then, ſhall we deſinc this art, ſo that we may be conſistent

.with ourſelves? -

THEIE. What is it you are afraid of, that you ſpeak in this manner?

GU'ESTI'. When we ſaid that he was a deceiver about a phantaſm, and that

his art was a certain deception, whether ſhall we ſay that our ſoul thou

opined falſely, through his art; or what ſhall we ſay?

THEJE. This very thing. For what elſe 'can wc ſay?

GUEST. But is falſe opinion that which opines things contrary to things

which are ? *

Titus. It

GUEST. You ſay, therefore, that falſe opinion opines things which are not.

THEE. lt is neceſſary.

GUEST. Whether does it opine that non-beings are not, or that things

which have no ſubſistence whatever, in a certain reſpect are?

THEE. If any one is ever deceived, and in the ſmallest degree, it is ne.

'ceſſary he ſhould opine that non-beings in a certain reſpect are.

=GUEST. And will he not alſo opine, that things which entirely are, in no

reſpect are P

THEE. Yes,

GUEST. And this alſo falſely ?

THEE. And this too.

GUBST. And falſe ſpeech, in my opinion, will think after the ſame man

ner, aſſerting that beings are not, and that non-beings are.

THEE. For how can it otherwiſe become falſe?

GUEST. Nearly, no otherwiſe. But the ſophist will not ſay ſo. For by

what poſiible device can any one of a ſound mind admit the things which

have
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have been previouſly granted, ſince they are non-vocal, ineffable, irrational,

and incomprehenſible by the dianoe'tic power? Do we understand what the

ſophist ſays, Themtetus? þ

THEE. How is it poffible we ſhould not P For he ſays that our former

aſſertions are contrary to the preſent, ſince we have falſely dared to aſſert

that non-being ſubſists in opinion and diſcourſe. He likewiſe adds, that we

have often been compelled to adapt being to non-being, though we have just

now acknowledged, that this is in a certain reſpect the most impoſſible of all

things. '

Guns'r. You rightly recollect. But We ſhould now conſult what we

ought to do reſpecting the ſophist. For, if we ſhould attempt to investigate

him, by placing him in the art of deceivers and cnchanters, you ſee that many

doubts will ariſe.

THEJE. Many, indeed; ._

GUEST. We have, therefore, only diſcuſſed" a finall part of them, ſince

they are, as I may ſay, innumerable. v . '

TnNE. But if this is the caſe, it appears to beimpoffible to apprehend a

ſophist. 1

GuasT; What' then, ſhall we thus effeminately- deſi-st from our under

taking ?

THEZE. I ſay we ought not, if there is the least poſſibility of apprehending

this man.

GUEST. You will, therefore, pardon, and, as you just now ſaid, be ſatisfied,

if we make but a ſmall proſicicncy in ſo arduous an affair.

THEIE. How is it poſſible I ſhould not Pþ

Guasr. I, therefore, in a' still greater degree request this of'you;

THEE. What?

GUEST. That you do not think I am become, as it Were,a certain-parricide.

THEIE.- Why do you request this?

GUEST. Becauſe it will be neceſſary for ns to examine with our opponents

the diſcourſe of our father Parmenidcs, and. to compel non-being in a cer

tain reſpect to be, and again being, in a- certain reſpect not to be.

Turne. lt appears that a thing of this kind must be contended for in our

diſcourſe.

GUEST. For how is it poſſible this ſhould not appear,.and,. as it-is ſaid,

even
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even to a blind man? For, while theſe things are neither confuted, nor

affiznted to, no one can ſpeak either about falſe aſſertions, or about opinion,

whether reſpecting reſemblances, or images, or imitations, or phantaſms, or

of the arts converſant with theſe, without being ridiculous in conſequence of

being compelled to cont-radict himſelf.

THBE. Most true. '

Guzsr. Hence, we must dare to oppoſe the paternal diſcourſe; or we

must 'entirely diſmiſs it, if a certain ſluggiſhneſs restrains us from oppofing it.

THEE. But nothing will in any reſpect hinder us from oppoſing it.

GUEST. l still, therefore, request a third, and a trifling thing of you.

THEJE. Only ſay what it is.

GUEST. I just now ſaid that I was always wearied in the confutation of

things ofthis kind, and that I am ſo at preſicnt.

THEE. You did ſay ſo. '

GUEST. I am afraid lest I ſhould appear to you to be inſane, in conſe

quence of what I have ſaid, and from immediately transferring myſelf up

wards and downwards. For we ſhall enter on the confutation of the pater

nal diſcourſe, for your ſake, if we happen to confute it.

THEJE. As you will not, therefore, by any means be conſidered by me as

acting in a diſorderly manner by entering on this confutation, and demon

stration, on this account engage boldly in this affair.

GUEST. Come then, whence ſhall we begin this very dangerous diſcourſe ?

For it appears, O boy, to be most neceſſary for us to proceed in the following

path.

THEJE. What is that path ?

'GUES'L That we ſhould first of all conſider thoſerthings which now appear

,to be clear, lest we immediately deſist from our undertaking, deterred by its

difficulty; and that we ſhould proceed in an eaſy manner, by mutually aſſent

ing to each other, as if we were engaged in a ſubject which may be eaſily

diſcuſſed.

THEE. Speak more clearly. p

GUEST. Parmenides appears to me to have ſpoken with eaſe, and who

ever elſe has attempted to determine the number and quality of beings.

THEE. How ſo?

.Gv-BST. It ſeems to me that each of them has related a fable to us, as being

boys,
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bOys. One of them, by aſſerting that the things which have a ſubſistence

are three 1 ; but that ſome of them ſometimes oppoſe each other in a hostile

manner; and at other times becoming friends, unite in marriage, bring forth,

and administer aliment to their offspring. But another of theſe ſays that

beings are only two, viz. the moist and the dry, or the hot and the Cold;

and theſe he aſſociates with each other. But the Eleatic ſect among us, which

derives its origin from Zenophanes, and from others still prior to him, by de

nominating all things one, diſcuſſes its doctrines in fables. But the Iades ',

and certain Sicilian muſes posterior to theſe, have thought it more ſafe to

connect theſe with each other, and to ſay that being is both many and one,

but is held together by strife and friendſhip 3. For that which is diſcordant

always unites with ſomething elſe, as the more vehement muſes aſſert. But

the more effeminate muſes always looſen tlze many from t/ze one; and aſſert

that the univerſe is alternately one, and in friendſhip with itſelf, through

Venus; and many, and hostile to itſelf, through a certain strife. But with

reſpect to all theſe aſſertions, whether they are true or falſe, to oppoſe ſuch

illustrious and antient men is difficult and raſh. This, however, may be

aſſerted without envy.

Titus. What? .

Guesr. That they very much deſpiſed us who rank among the multitude

For each of them finiſhes his own work, without being at all concerned

whether we can follow them in what they aſſert.

THEE. How do you ſay?

' Of the antient philoſophers that phyſiologized, ſome ſaid that the firſt beings were three in

number, the hot and [be mld as extremes, but t/Je moffl as the medium, which ſometimes concili

ates the extremes, and ſometimes not; but they did not place the dry in the rank of a principle,

becauſe they thought it ſuhſisted either from a privation or a concretion of moisture. On the other

hand, thc followers of Anaxagoras aſſerted that there were four elements, two of which, viz.v bait

and mld, ranked as agents, but the other two, dryne r and mozſisturt, as patien-ts. Heraclitus and

meedocles aſſertcd that there is one matter of the univerſe, but different qualities, with which

this matter ſometimes accords, and at others is diſſonant. Heraclitus, however, was of opinion

that the world, together with a certain diſcordant concord, was nearly always ſimilar, though not

entirely the ſame: for all things are in a continual flux. But Empedocles aſſerted that the ſub

stance of the world remained the ſame, but that in one age all things were diſſolved into chao's

through diſcord, and in another were adorned through concord. p

1 Viz. the lonians. 3 This was the doctrine of Empedocles.

VOL. llI. 2 r Guzsr.
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' Guas'r. When any one of them aſſerts that the many is, or was, or is ge

nerated, or that this is the caſe with two or one, and that the hot is mingled

with the cold, externally adducing for this purpoſe ſeparations and concre

tions,-by the Gods, Thea-ztetus, do you understand what they mean by each

of theſe aſſertions? Indeed, when I was younger, I was confident thatI ac

curately understood that of which we are now dubious, when any one ſpoke

of non-being; but now you ſee in what difficulties we are involved through

doubting about it. '

THEJE. I do ſee. A

Gum-r. Perhaps, therefore, receiving in no leſs a degree the ſinne paffion

in our ſoul reſpecting being, we ſay that it is eaſy to understand it when it

is enunciated by any one, but that this 'cannot be aſſerted of non-being,

though we are ſimilarly affected with reſpect to both.

THEE. Perhaps ſo. -

GUEST. And this very ſame thing has been ſaid by us teſpecting the othe

particulars which we mentioned before. v -

THEE. Entirely ſo. A

Guzsr. We will conſider, therefore, after this reſpecting many things, if

it is agreeable to you ; but let us now first ſpeculate about that which is the

greatest and principal thing.

THEE. Of what are you ſpeaking? Or do you ſay that we ought in the

first place to invcstigate being, and conſider what they aſſert who are thought

to evince ſomething about it?

GUEST. You- clearly apprehend me, Theaetetus. For I ſay that we ought

to proceed in the ſame manner as if thoſe I just now mentioned were pre

ſent, and to interrogate them as follows: Ye who aſſert that the hot and the

cold, or any two ſuch things, are all things, what is it you affirm to ſubfist

in both theſe, when you ſay that both are, and. that each is? What are we

to understand by thisterm of yours to be .? Is it a third thing different from

thoſe two, and are we to establiſh three things as constituting the all, and no

> longer two things, according to your hypotheſis? For, while you call either

of the tWO lie-ing, you cannot ſay that both ſimilarly are. For each would.

nearly be one thing, and not two.

THBE. You ſpeak the truth.

GVEST. Are you, therefore, willing to call both of them being?

THEE.
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THEE. Perhaps ſb.

Gvasr. But, O friends, we ſhall ſay, thus alſo you will most clearly call

twa things one.

Tmmz. You ſpeak with the utmost rectitude.

GUEST. Since, therefore, we are thus involved in doubt, will you ſuffi

ciently unfold to us what you wiſh to ſignify when you pronounce being 2 For

it is evident that you have had a knowledge of theſe things for ſome time

past: but we, indeed, at first thought we knew them, but now we are du

bious. Instruct us, therefore, first of all in this, that we may not think we

learn the things aſſerted by you, when the very contrary to this takes place.

By ſpeaking in this manner, and making this request, both to theſe, and to

ſuch others as aſſert that the all is more than one thing, ſhall we, O boy, err?

THEJE. By no means.

Cures-r. But what with reſpect to thoſe who aſſert that the all is one,

ought we not to inquire ofthem, to the utmost of our power, what they call

heing 2

THEIE. Undoubtedly. ,

GUEST. To this question, therefore, they may anſwer: Do you ſay there

is one thing alone? VVc do ſay ſo. Or will they not ſpeak in thisþmanner?

THEjE. They will.

GUEST. \Vhat then, do you call being any thing?

THEIE. Yes. , 1

GUEST. Do you call it the one ', employing two names reſpecting the

ſame thing? Or how do you ſay?

THBB.

' Plato here dividing the me and being from each other, and ſhowing that the conception of the

one is different from that of being, evinces that what is most properly and primarily one is exempt

from the am' bling. For the one being does not abide purely in an unmultiplied and uniform hyparxis.

But then/le withdraws itſelf from all addition; ſince by adding any thing to it you diminiſh it'

ſupreme and ineffable union. It is neceſſary, therefore, to arrange the am prior to the one being,

and to ſuſpen-l the latter from the former. For, if throne in no reſpect differs from the one being,

all things will he one, and there will not be multitude in beings, nor will it be poflible to name

things, lest there ſhould be two things, the thing itſelf, and the name. For all multitude being

taken away, and all diviſion, there will neither be a name of any thing, no' any diſeaurfe about it,

but the name will appear to be the ſame with the thing. Not yet will a name be the name of a

thing, but a name will be the name of a name, if a thing is the ſame with a name, and a name the

'zxa > ſame
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THBE. What anſwer will they give to theſe things, O guest?

Gvas-r. It is evident, Theaatetus, that he who lays down this hypotheſis

will not be able with perfect eaſe to anſwer the preſent question, or any other

whatever. >

THEIE. How ſo?

Gunsr. To acknowledge that there are two names, while establiſhing

nothing but one thing, is ridiculous.

* THEE. Undoubtedly? i

GUEST. And this alſo is ridiculous, to aſſent in every reſpect to him who

aſſerts that there is a name to a thing of which no account can be given.

THEE. In what manner?

GUEST. He who establiſhes a name different from a thing, ſpeaks of two

certain things.

THEE. He does. -

GUEST. And beſides this, if he aſſerts that a name is the ſame with-a

thing, he is either compelled to ſay that it is the name of nothing; or, if he

ſays it is the name of ſomething, it must happen that a name is alone the

name of a name, but of nothing elſe.

THEE. It must ſo.

Gunsr. And the one must be the one being alone of one, and this must be

the one being of a name;

Turns. It is neceſſary.

GUBST. But what, do they ſay that which is a whole is different from.

one being, or the ſame with it?

THEE. Undoubtedly, they will and do ſay ſo.

GUBST. If, therefore, a whole is, as Parmenides ' ſays, " that which is

CVCI'Y

ſame with a thing -, and a thing alſo will be a thing of a thing. For all the ſame things will take

place about a thing as about a name, throngh the union of thing and name. If theſe things,

therefore, are abſurd, both the one and being have a ſubſiſlence, and bring participates of ib' me.

' And hence ib' one is not the ſame as 'be one being. See the Introduction and Notes to the Parmenides.

' The following extract from the Commemaries of Simplicius on Aristotle's Phyſics, p.3',

contains an admirable account of the doctrine of Parmenides concerning the firſt being:

" That Parmenides did not conſider the one being, To Ev ay, to be any thing among things genera

ted and corrupted, is evident from his aſſerting that the one is unbegotten and incorruptible. And,

'm ſhort, he was far from thinking that it is corporeal, ſince he ſays it is indiviſible; for thus

he
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every where ſimilar to the bulk of a perfect ſphere, entirely poſſeffing equal

powers from thc middle; ſor nothing is greater or more stable than this :"

iſ this be the caſe, it is neceſſary that being ſhould have a middle and an

extremity.

he ſpeaks: ' nor is it diviſihle, ſince the whole is ſimilar." Hence, neither can what he ſays be

adapted to the heavens, according to the aſſertions oſ ſome, as we are inſormed by Eudemus, who

were led to this opinion from that verſe oſ Purmenides,

TaVTOHEV sum/'May 'TQZLFM tusk-nue' with,

i. e. ' on all ſides ſimilar to the bulk of a perfect ſphere 2' ſor the heavens are not indiviſible, nor

a ſphere ſimilar to that which Patmcnides mentions, though they form a ſphere the most accu

rate of all ſuch as are phyſical. It is alſo evident that neither does Parmenides call 'be one bttſſng

pſychiCal, brcnuſe he ſays that it is immovable; for the pſychical eſſence, according to the

Eleatics, poficſſes motion. lle likewiſe ſays, that the whole of this me bei /g is preſent at

once, me; m eauw ami- Way, and that it ſubſills according to the ſame, and after the ſame manner.

Taurov EU 'ram-9: 75 MEVOV, 'va-A' Law-to 're nsmxt.

a

tSame in the ſame abi-'cs, and by itſelf ſubſists.' And it is evident that it poſſeſſes the

whole at once, and according to the ſame, in cſſence, power, and energy, ſince it is beyond

a pſychical hypostztſis. Neiti er does he ſay that it is intellectuul : for that which is intellectual

ſubſists according to a ſeparation srom the intelligible, and a converſion to it. But, according

to him, in ib: am [ring intellection, intelligible, and intellect, are the ſame: for thus he writes

TCZUTOV JE EUTl your TE, lidſ OU foXEY ton 'muta

i. e. 'Intellcctiom and that for the ſake oſ which intellectual conception ſubl'iſ'ts, are the ſamef."

He adds, au 'yzpavw 'rav sotrog, * for it is not without bring,* i. e. the intelligible, in which, ſays he,

you will ſind intellection has not a ſubſillencc ſeparate from being. Further still, the intellectual ist

ſeparated into forms, as the intelligible pre-aſſumes unitedly, or, in other words, cauſally compre

hends the ſeparation of forms. But where there is ſeparation, there difference ſubſists, and where

this is, there non-being alſo is at the ſame time apparent. Parmenides however entirely extermi-t

nates non-being from being: for he ſays, ' non-heings never are, nor do they ſubſist in any reſpect 3.

but do thou, investigating in this path, restrain thy intellectual conception) Neither likewiſe,

according to him, is 'lu- one being a thing of posterior origin, ſubſisting in our conceptions, from

an ablation oſ fenſihlcs; for this is neither unhegntten nor indestructible. Nor is it that which

is common in things: ſor this is ſenlihle, and belongs to things doxastic and deceit-ful, about.

which he afterwards ſpeaks. Beſides, how could it be true to aſſert of this, that it is at once all

things, or that it-mntracts in itſelf intellect and the intelligible? Shall we ſay, therefore, that he

calls [he me [ming an individual ſubstance? But this indeed is more diſſonant. For an individual

ſubstance is generated, is distinguiſhed by difference, is material and ſenſtble, and is different from

accident. It is alſo diviſible and in motion. lt remains, therefore, that the Parmenidean one

3. (cing
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extremity. And having theſe, it must unavoidably have parts. Or how

ſhall we ſay?

THBJE. Just ſo.

-Gut-:s*r. But, indeed, nothing hinders but that, when it is divided, it ſhould

have the paſſion of the one, in all its parts, and that thus the one ſhould be

-ev,ery being, and a whole.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But is it not impoſſible that that which ſuffers theſe things ſhould

be the one P

THEJE. Why?

GUEST. Becauſe, according to right reaſon, that which is truly one ſhould

be ſaid to be entirely without parts.

THEE. lt must indeed neceſſarily be ſo.

GUEST. But ſuch a thing as We have just now mentioned, in conſequence

of conſisting of many parts, would not harmonize with the one.

Titus. I understand you.

GUEST. But whether will the whole having the paſſion of the one, be

thus one, and a whole, or must we by no means ſay that the one is a whole?

THBE. You propoſe a difficult choice. '

Guzsr. You ſpeak most true. For, ſince in a certain rqſj/ect being is

jm we

king must be the intelligible, the cauſe oſ all things: and hence it is intellect and intellection,

in which all things are unitedly and contractedly comprehended according to one union, in which

alſo there is one nature of the on: and being. Hence Zeno ſays, that he who demonstrates the one

will likewiſe aſſign being, not as rejecting tho one, but as ſubſisting together with being. But all

the above-mentioned concluſions accord with the on' being : for it is without generation and in

destructible, entire and only-begotten. For that which is prior to all ſeparation will not be

ſecondary to any _other being. To this likewiſe it pertains to be all things at once, and to

have no connection with non-being. 'ſhe undivided alſo, and the immovable according to every

form oſ diviſion and motion, a ſubſistence perfectly uniform, and termination, for it is the um] oſ all

things, accord with this on: being. If beſides it is that for the ſake of which intellection ſubſists,

it is evidently intelligible: for intellection and intellect are ſor the ſalte oſ the intelligible. And

iſ intellection and the intelligible arc the ſame in it, the tranſcendency oſits union will be ineſſable."

After this, Simplicius, in order to give credibility to what he has ſaid of Parmenides, and on

account of the books of that philoſopher being very rare in his time, the ſixth century, has pre

ſerved a conſiderable number of his verſes, which are well worthy the attention of the learned

and philoſophical reader. He then adds as follows; " \Ve must not wonder if Parmenides ſays

' that
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qufflve la t/ze one, it doe: not all/tear to be t/'eſhme with the one, and all things

will be more than one. Is it not ſo?

'rHEAL Yes.

GUEST. But likewiſe iſ being is a non-whole on account of' its becoming

paſſivc to whole, but yet is whole itſelf, being in this caſe will happen to be

indigent oſ itſelf.

THEIE. Entirely ſo.

Gvnsr. And bring, according to this reaſoning, ſince it is deprived of

itſelf, will be non-being. '

THEJE. lt will ſo.

GUEST. And thus again all things will be more than one, ſmce being

and the whole are allotted their proper nature, each ſeparate from the other.

THEE. True.

GUEST. And iſ the whole has in no reſpect a ſubſistence, theſe ſame

things will take place with reſpect to being; and beſides, being not having a

ſubtistcnce, neither will it at any time have been generated.

THEE. VViiy not? '

GUEST. Whatever is generated is always generated a whole. So that he

who does not place in the rank of beings, t/ze one or the 'who/e, ought

neither to denominate eſſcnce, nor generation, as that which has a being.

that tlge on' being is ſimilar to the bulk of a perfectly round ſphere : for, on account of his poetry,

he touches on a certain mythological fiction. In what, therefore, does this differ from that

aſſertion of Orplieus, lt is of a white tuxture 9 And it is evident that ſome of the aſſertions of

Purmenides accord with other things postcrior to being. Thus, for instance, the unbegotten and

the indeſlructible are adapted to both ſoul and intellect, and the immovable and abiding in

ſamcneſs to intellect. But all the nſſertions at once, and genuinely understood, accord with xlu

an: bring. For though according to a certain ſignification the ſoul is u-nbegotten, and alſo

intellect, yet they are produced by the intelligible. Likewiſe this one or first being is properly

immovable, in which motion is not ſeparated according to energy. An abiding in ſameneſs alſo

properly pertains to being. But ſoul and much-honoured intellect proceed from that which

abides, and are converted to it. It is likewiſe evident that ſuch things as are ſaid to pertain to

being pre-ſubſi'l in it unitedly, but arc unfolded from it with ſeparation. And it ſeems indeed

that t/Je an' [ving is delivered by Parmenides as the first cauſe, ſince it is at once, one and all, and

the laſt boundary. But if he does not ſimply call it am, but the one being, and only-begotten,

and a boundary but finite, perhaps he indicatcs that the ineffahle cauſe of all things is - stabliſhed

above it." Simplicius concludes with obſutvlng, that the objections both oſ Plato and Aristotlc to

the aſſertions of Parmcnides are philunthropic, and were made by thoſe philoſophers to prevent

his doctrine from being pervertcd.

THBE,"
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THEE. It appears that this is entirely the caſe.

GUEST. Likewiſe, that which is not a whole ought not to be any quan

tum whatever. For, being a certain quantum, ſo ſar as it is ſo, it must
neCeſſarily be a whole. ſi

THEIE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. It appears, therefore, that every one will be involved in ten

thouſand ether inſoluble doubts, who ſays that being is alone either two or
one. i

THEJE. This is nearly evident by the things which have just now been

ſhown. For greater and more difficult doubts will always follow each

other in a connected ſeries, reſpecting what has been above aſſerted.

GUEST. But we have not yet diſcuſſed the aſſertions of thoſe who accu

rately diſcourſe about [m'ng and non-being. At the ſame time, what we

have already ſaid is ſufficient. But let us again conſider thoſe who ſpeak

inaccurately about theſe, that we may perceive from all things, that it is in

no reſpect more eaſy to ſay what being is, than what non-being is.

THEE. It will be, therefore, requiſite to conſider thoſe.

GUEST. Indeed, there appears to be among theſe a certain gigantic war

as it were, through the doubts in which they are mutually involved reſpect

ing eſſence.

THEE. How ſo?
GUEST. Some oſ theſe draw down all things from heaven and the vin

viſible region to earth, ſeizing in reality, for this purpoſe, rocks and oaks.

For, in conſisquence oſ touching all ſuch things as theſe, they strenuouſly

contend that that alone has a being which can be ſeen and handled ', and

this they define to be body and eſſence. But iſ any one ſays that there are

other things which are without a body, they perfectly deſpiſe the aſſertion,

and are unwilling to hear of any thing that is not corporeal.

THBE. You ſpeak of dire men: but I alſo have frequently met with
ſuch. i

GUEST. On the contrary, the opponents of theſe men 'L-'e'y religion/ly

contend ſupernally from the inviſible region, and compel certain intelligible

and incorporeal ſpecies to be true eſſence: but by their arguments they

1 Is not this the doctrine of thoſe who are called experimental philoſophers? If ſo, the

. fable of the Giants is unfolded in thoſe men.

break
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break into ſmall pieces the bodies of the others, and that which is denomi

nated by them truth, at the ſlime time calling it flowing generation instead

of eſſence. But between threst, Tbcmtetur, an immcnst contest alway: ſubſisted.

THEE. True.

Cures-r. Let us now, therefore, receive from each a particular account of

the eſſence establiſhed by each.

THEJE. But how can we receive it?

GUEST. From thoſe that place eſſence in forms we may eaſily receive

it: for they are more mild. But from thoſe who violently draw all things

to body we ſhall receive it more difficultly. And perhaps it will be nearly

impoſiible to do ſo. It appears to me, however, that we ſhould act in the

following manner with reſpect to them.

THEE. How?

GUEST. It will be best, if poſſible, to make them in reality better: but if this

is impoſſible, we must be content with making them ſo in our diſcourſe, and

ſuppoſe them to anſwer more equitably than at preſent they would be will

ing to do. For that which is aſſented to by better men poſſeſſes more

authority than that which is aſſented to by worſe men. However, we pay

no attention to theſe things, but explore the truth.

Tuem. Most right.

Gvesr. Order them, therefore, as being made better to anſwer you, and

to unfold the meaning of that which they aſſert. '

THEE. Be it ſo.

GUBST. Do they, therefore, ſay, that what they call a mortal animal is

any thing?

THEIE. Undouhtedly they do.

GUEST. And do they not acknowledge that this is an animated body?

THEE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. And, admitting this, do they alſo acknowledge that foul is ſome

thing ? '

THEIE. Yes.

GUEST. Do they likewiſe aſſert that one ſoul is just, and another unjust;
and that one is wiſe, and another unwiſect? -

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But does not every ſoul become ſuch through the habit and

VOL. m. 2 K preſence
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preſence of justice, and the contrary, through the habit and preſence of the

contraries to theſe ?

THEE. Theſe things alſo they will aſſent to.

GUEST. But will they ſay that that is altogether any thing, which is able

to be preſent to and abſent from any thing?

THEE. They will.

Guesr. Since, therefore, justice is ſomething, and likewiſe prudence, and

every other virtue, and the contraries to the virtues, together with ſoul in

which theſe ſubſist, whether will they ſay that each of theſe is viſible and

tangible, or that all of them are inviſible i

THEJE. They will nearly aſſert that no one of theſe is viſible.

GUEST. But what? \Vill they ſay that any one of things of this kind has

a body P

THEE. They will not give the ſame anſwer to the whole oſ this question :

but ſoul itſelf will appear to them to poſſeſs a certain body ; but with reſpect

to prudence, and the other things about which you just now inquired, they

will be restrained by ſhame from daring strenuouſly to aſſert, that they are

either nothing, or that all of them are bodies.

GUEST. The men, Theeetetus, are clearly become better. For ſuch of

them as are Spartans or natives would not be aſhamed to aſſert this, but

would contend that whatever cannot be graſped by the hands is altogether

nothing. ,

THEJE. You nearly ſpeak their conceptions.

GUEST. Let us, therefore, again aſk them. For, if they are willing to

grant that even any trifling thing is incorporeal, it is ſufficient. For we aſk

them reſpecting that which is connate with incorporeal, and at the ſame

time with corporeal natures, what it is they look to, when they ſay that both

of them have a being.

Tnnm. Perhaps they would not be able to give an anſwer, iſ they ſhould

ſuffer any thing of this kind.

GUEST. Conſider whether, in conſequence oſ our [ropoſing this question,

they will be willing to admit and acknowledge that being is a thing of this

kind.

THBIE. Of what kind? Speak, and perhaps we ſhall understand.

GUEST- l ſay then that whatever poſſeſſes any power, whether of doing

9 * any
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any thing naturally, or oſ ſuffering 'though in the least degree from the

vilest thing, and though this takes place but once,_every thing of this kind

truly is. For I define being to bc nothing elſe than power.

Tnua. But ſince they cannot at preſent thy any thing better than this,

they must admit it. ,

GUEST. It is well ſaid; for perhaps afterwards both we and they may

think different] . Let this then now remain' acknowle 0rTHEE. Let it remain. dDCd by them.

GUKST. Let us now proceed to the others, the friends oſ forms. And

do you unfold to us their ſentiments.

THEE. Be it ſo.

Gues-r. Do you then ſay that generation is one thing, and eſſence another,

ſeparating them from each other?

THEE. We do. _

GUBST. And do you admit that by our body we communicate with gene

ration, through ſenſe, bnt that by our ſoul we communicate with true

eſſence, through the reaſoning power? Do you likewiſe ſay, that true eſſence

always ſubſists ſimilarly according to the ſame, but that generation ſubſists

differently at different times ? *

THEJE. We do.

GUEST. But, O best oſ men, what do you call the communion which

ſnbſists between theſe two? Is it that thCh we just now mentioned?

THEIE. NVhat was that?

GUEST. Paſſmn or action ariſing from a certain power, from the con

currcnce oſ things with each other. Perhaps you, Theeetetus, do not know

what anſwer they would give to this question ; but perhaps I do, through my

ſamiliarity with them.

THEE. NVhat anſwer then would they give?

GUEST. They would not grant us that which was just now ſaid to 'the

earth-born men reſpecting eſſence.

JI'HBE. What was that?

GUEST. We establiſhed this to be a ſufficient definition oſ beings, viz.

when a power though the ſmallest is preſent to any thing, either ofl acting

or ſuffering.

2 K 2 THBE.
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THFJE. VVc did.

GUEST. To this they will ſay, that a power oſ acting and ſuffering is pre

ſent with generation, but that no power oſ this kind is adapted to eſſence.

THBzE. They will, therefore, ſpeak to the purpoſe.

GUEST. To this, however, we must ſay, that we require to hear ſrom them

ſtill more clearly, whether they acknowledge that the ſoul knows, and that

- eſſence is known.

THEIE. They certainly ſay ſo.

GUEST. But what? Do you ſay that to know, or to be known, is action,

or paffion, or both? Or do you ſay that action is one thing, and paſſion an

other? Or that neither oſ theſe participates inno reſpect of the other? lt

is evident, indeed, that neither participates oſ the other. For, if they ad

mitted this, they would contradict what they aſſerted above.

THEIE. I understand you.

GUEST. For if to know was to do ſomething, it would neceſſarily happen

that what is known would ſuffer, or become paffive. And thus, according

to this reaſoning, eſſence being known by knowledge, would, ſo far as it is

known, be moved, through becoming paſſtve; which we ſay cannot take

place about a thing at rest.

THEE. Right; .

GUEST. What then, by Jupiter, ſhall we be eaſily perſuaded that true

motion, life, ſoul 7, and prudence, are not preſent to that which is jzerfectly

being, and that it neither lives, nor is wiſe, but abides immovable, not poſ

feffi'ng a venerable and holy intellect?

THEAL. But it would be a dire thing, O guest, to admit this.

GUEST. Shall 'we ſay then that it poſſeſſes intellect, but not life?

THEIE. And how ? '

GUEST. Or ſhall we ſay that both theſe reſide in it, but that it does not

poſſeſs theſe in ſoul? - .

TtrEE. But after what other manner can it poſſeſs theſe ?

GUEST. Shall we then ſay that it poſſeſſes intellect, liſe, and ſoul, but that,

though animated, it abides perfectly immovable 2

P All theſe are muſii/ly contained in the first being, becauſe it is better than all theſe.

' Tout.
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THEE. All theſe things apppear to me to be irrational.

Quesr. We must therefore grant, that both that which is moved, and

motion, are beings. *

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. lt follows therefore, Thezrtetus, that intellect will never in any

reſpect be preſent to any thing immovable.

THEJE. It does follow.

GUEST. But, indeed, if we grant that all things are borne along and'

moved, we ſhall by ſuch an aſſertion take away ſameneſs froin beings.

THEIE. How ſo?

GUEST. Does it appear to you that that which ſubſists according to the

ſame, and in a ſimilar manner, and about the ſame, can ever ſubſist without

flermamncj P

THEIB. By no means. _

GUEST. But do you perceive that intellect ever was, or is, without theſe?

THEIE. In the ſmallest degree.

GUEST. But beſides this, we ſhould oppoſe, by every poſſible argument,

him who entirely taking away ſcience, or prudence, or intellect, strenuouſly

fiendeavours to introduce any thing elſe.

THEE. And very much ſo. A

GUEST. But it is perfectly neceſſary, as it appears, that the philoſopher,

and he who honours theſe things in the highest degree, ſhould not aſſent to

thoſe who, aſſerting that there is either one, or many ſpecies of things, con

ſider the univerſe as standing still: nor yet ſhould he by any means hear

thoſe who affirm that being is every where moved; but, according to the

opinion even oſ boys, he ſhould call things immovable, and things moved,

conſidered as ſubſisting together, being, and the all.

THEE. Most true.

GUEST. Do we not, then, now appear to have equitably comprehended

being in our diſcourſe ?

THEB. Entirely ſo.

GUFIST. Now therefore, Thezetetus, as it appears to me, we are strangely

involved in doubt. -

THBE- How ſo ? and why do you aſſert this?

Guzsr.
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GUEs'r. Do you not perceive, O bleſſed man, that we are at preſent in the

greatest ignorance reſpecting being, and yet we have appeared to ourſelves

to ſay ſomething about it?

_ THEJE. I do perceive it ; but I do not altogether understand in what re

ſpect. we have deceived ourſelves.

GUEST. Conſider more clearly, whether, in conſequence of aſſenting to

theſe things, any one may justly interrogate us, in the ſame manner as we

interrogated thoſe who ſaid that the whole of things conſisted of the hot and

the cold.

THEE. Remind me what theſe interrogations were.

GUEST. By all means: and I will endeavour to do this by aſking you the

ſame question as I then aſked them, that we may at the ſame time make

ſome advance in our inquiry.

THEE. Right.

Gum-r. Do you not then ſay, that inotion and permanency are contrary

to each other ?

THBE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. And do you not likewiſe ſay, that both and each of them ſimilarly

are P

THEE. I do.

Gua's-r. Do you, therefore, ſay, that both and each are moved, when you

admit that they are?

THEE. By no means.

Guesr. But do you ſignify that they stand still, when you ſay that both

are?

THEE. But how can I?

GUEST. You may, therefore, place in your ſoul being, as a third thing

different from theſe, conſidering it as comprehending under itſelf perma

nency and motion; and looking to the communion of theſe with eſſence, you

may thus aſſert that both of them are.

THEJE. We ſeem to propheſv that being is a certain third thing, when we

ſay that there are motion and permancncy.

GUEST. Being, therefore, is not both motion and permancncy, but ſome

thing different from_ theſe. *

s

Turzza.
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THEE. It appears ſo.

GUEST. Hence being, according to its own nature, neither stands still,

nor is moved. s

Tuaza. It is nearly ſo.

GUEST. Where then ought he to turn his thoughts, who wiſhes to establiſh

in himſelf any clear conceptions-reſpecting being?

THEIE. Where?

GUEST. Ido not think it is yet eaſy for him to turn his thoughts any

where. For, if being is not moved, why does it not stand still? Or how

is it poffible, if it in no reſpect stands still, that it ſhould not be moved?

But being has now appeared to us without both theſe. Is this, however,

poſſible ? *

THEIE. It is the most impoſſible of all things.

GUEST. In the next place, therefore, it will be just to call to mind this.

THEE, What?

GUEST. That being aſked reſpecting the name of non-being, we were in

volved in the greatest doubt reſpecting what it ought to be. Do you re.

member ?

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Are we, therefore, now involved in leſs doubt reſpecting being?

THEE. If it be poſſible to ſay ſo, O guest, we appear to be involved in

greater doubt.

GUEST. Let this ambiguity then rest here. But ſince both being and non

being equally participate of doubt, We may now hope, that if one of them

ſhall appear to be more obſcnre, or more clear, the other likewiſe will appear

to be the ſame : and again, that if We ſhould not be able to perceive one of"

them, the other will alſo be inviſible to us. And thus we ſhall purſue the

diſcourſe reſpecting both of them in the most becoming manner we are able.

THEE. It is well ſaid.

Gvasr. Let us relate, then, after what manner we denominate this ſame

thing by many names.

THEE. Adduce for this purpoſe a certain paradigm.

GUEST. In ſpeaking of man, we give him various appellations, and attri

bute to him colour, figure, magnitude, virtue, and vice; in all which, and

ten
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ten thouſand other particulars, we not only ſay that man is, but that he is

good, and an infinity of other things: and we act in a ſimilar manner with

reſpect to other particulars ; for, conſidering each as one thing, we again call

'it many things, and by many names.

Ti-nue. True.

Gvasr. Whence, I think, we have given a feast to young men, and to

thoſe who study in old age. For it is eaſy for every one immediately to ob

ject, that it is impoſſible for t/zc man] to be ohe, and the one many. Hence,

they will exult, not ſuffering us to ſay that a man is good, but that good is

good, and man man. For I think, Theztetus, that you have often met with

young men þwho ſeriouſly apply themſelves to things of this kind, and ſome

times with men advanced in years, who, through the poverty of their poſ

ſeffions with reſpect to wiſdom, admire ſuch things as theſe, and who think

themſelves all-wiſe for having diſcovered this.

THEE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. That our diſcourſe, therefore, may extend to all who have ever

aſſerted any thing reſpecting eſſence, Let what we ſhall now ſay in the way of

interrogation be understood as addreſſed as well to theſe as to thoſe others

whom we have above mentioned.

THEJE. What is it you are now going to ſay?

GUEST. Whether we ſhould neither conjoin eſſence with motion and per

manency, nor any thing elſe with any thing elſe, but, as if things were un

mingled, and it were impoſſible for them to communicate with each other,

We ſhould conſider them as ſeparate in our diſcourſe ? Or whether we ſhould

collect all things into the ſame, as if they Were able to communicate with

each other? Or conſider this as the caſe with ſome things, but not with

others? Which of theſe, Theaetetus, ſhall we ſay is to be preferred?

THEE. I indeed have nothing to anſwer to theſe things. Why, there

fore, do you not, by anſwering to each particular, conſider what follows

from each?

GUEST. You ſpeak well. We will ſuppoſe them, therefore, if you pleaſe,

to ſay, in the first place, that nothing has any power of communicating with

any thing, in any reſpect. Will it not, therefore, follow, that motion and

permanency in no reſpect participate of eſſence?

Tnsm.
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THEE. They certainly will not.

GUEST. But what P NVill any one of them be, and at the ſame time have

no communication with eſſence i'

THEE. It will not.

GUEST. From conſenting to this, all things, as it ſeems, will become ra

pidly ſubverted, as well the doctrine of thoſe who contend that all things are

moved, as of thoſe who contend that all things stand still, together with the

dogmas of thoſe who aſſert that ſuch things as ſubſist according to forms or

ſpecies ſubſist fimilarly according to the ſame. For all theſe conjoin being

with their doctrines, ſome aſſerting that things are truly moved, and others

that they truly stand. still.

THEE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Such, likewiſe, as at one time unite all things, and at another time

ſeparate them, whether dividing from one thing into things infinite, or into

things which have finite elements, and compoſing from theſe, and whether

they conſider this as partially, or as always taking place,-in all theſe caſes

they will ſay nothing to the purpoſe, if there is in no reſpect a miitture of

things.

THEE. Right.

Gvesr. Further still, we ourſelves ſhall have diſcourſed the most ridicu

louſly of all men, who permitting nothing pertai-ning to the communion of

the paſſion of dſſrmt, have yet uſed the appellation t/te other.

THEJE. How ſo?

GUEST. They are in a certain reſpect compelled to employ the term to be,

about all things, likewiſe the terms stfflarate, otherr, and by i_t\2*l , and ten

thouſand others, from which being unable to abstain, and finding it neceſſary

to inſert theſe expreſſions in their diſcourſes, they do not require any other

confutation, but, as it is ſaid, they have an enemy and an adverſary at home,

vocifcrating within, and always walk as iſ carrying about with them the

abſurd Eurycles '. -

THBE. You very much ſpeak of that which is like and true.

' ſi This is a proverb, ſays the Greek Scholiast on this dialogue, applied to thoſe who propheſy

evil to themſelves. For Eurycles appeared to have a certain dazmon in his belly, exhorting him

to ſpeak concerning future events ; whence he was called a vemriloquist."

VOL. m. 2 L GUEST.
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GUEST. But what iſ we ſhould permit all things to have the power oſ'

communicating with each other? This, indeed, l myſelfam able to diſſolve.

THEE. How?

GUBST. Becauſe motion itſelf would entirely stand still, and again, perma

nency itſelf would be moved, if they were mingled with each other. But

this indeed is impoſſible from the greatest neceſſity, that motion ſhould stand

still, and [lermanency be moved. -

THEIE. Undoubtedly.

szsr. The third thing, therefore, alone remains.

THEE. It does.

GUEST. For one Of theſe things is neCeſſary, either that all things ſhould

be mingled together, or nothing; or that ſome things ſhould be willing to

be mingled with each other, and that other things ſhould be unwilling.

THEZE. Undoubtedly.

Guzs-r. And two of the members of this diviſion' cannot be found.

THEIB. They cannot. .

Gvnsr. Every one, therefore, who wiſhes to anſwer rightly ſhould adopt

that which remains of the three.

THE/'2. And very much ſo. _

GUEST. But 'ſince ſome things are willing to be mingled, and others

not, they will nearly be affected in the ſame manner as letters. For ſome of

theſe are incongruous with reſpect to each other, but others mutually har

monize.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. For vowels being in a particular manner the bond, as it were, of

the other letters, pervade through all of them, ſo that without ſome one of

theſe it is impoſſible for any two of the others to accord with each other.

THFE. And very much ſo. 4

GUEST. Does every one, therefore, know what letters will communicate

with each other? or is art requiſite in order to accompliſh this ſufficiently?
'ſung-1. Art is requiſite. ſi

GL'EST. What kind of art?

THEE. The grannnatic.

szsr And is not this the caſe with reſpect to ſharp and flat feunds? l

mean,
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mean, Is not he who knows by art what founds are conſonant or diſſonant;

a muſician, but he who is ignorant of this not ſo?

anza. lt is.

Guasr. And in other arts, and the privation of arts, we ſhall find other

'ſuch circumstances take place.

THEIE. Undoubtedly.

GUEsT. Since then we have acknowledged, that the genera ' qſ-bcing are

mixed

' Of the ſciences, ſome look to one ſcientific object, as medicine to health, but other'

extend to more than one, as arithmetic to philoſophy, to a polity, to the tectonic art, and to

many others; and others contribute to all arts, not the fabricative only, but alſo ſuch as are then'

retic, ſuch as is the divz'ſi-ue art, of which Socrates ſpeaks in the Phiiebus. As, therefore, inthe

ſciences ſome are most total, and others partial, ſo in intelligible cauſes ſome are altogether par

tial, alone being the leaders oſ a peculiar number of one ſpecies, but others extend themſelves to

"many, as Iqt/al, ſimilar, and 'who/e; for wba/e ſo far as whole is not common to all things, ſince a

part ſo far as a part is not a whole: and others extend themſelves to all things, becauſe all thing'

participate oſ them ſo far as they are beings, and not ſo far as they are vital, or animated, or

poſſeſs any other idiom, but according to the appellation itſelf of being. Becauſe, therefore,

being is the first among intelligible cauſes, it has the most total order among the genera, and

theſe are five in number, viz. :ffi-nu, ſame, dzffermt, motion, pr'ma'm'cy. For every being is ſſn

tializtrſ, is united itſelf to itſelf, is stpurated from itſelf and other things, proceed: from itſelf, and its

proper principle, and participates of a certain prrman'ncy, ſo far as it preſerves its proper form.

Whether, therefore, it be intelligible, or ſcnſible, or a thing ſubſisting between theſe two, it is com

poſed from theſe genera. For all things are not vital, or wholes, or parts, or animated ; but oſ then:

genera all things participate. Likewiſe aſſure not ſubfisting about a thing, neither will any thing elſe

be there; for eſſence is the receptacle of other things. Without the ſubſistence affirm/rest, that which

is a whole will be dillipated; and d/ff'rmn being destroyed there will be one thing alone without

multitude. In like manner, 'notion and permunmcy not ſubſisting, all things will be unenergetic and

dead, without stability, and tending to non-entity. It is neceſſary, therefore, that each of theſe

ſhould be in all things, and that gffl'm'e ſhould rank a: the first, being as it were the Vesta and monad

of the genera, and arrangcd analogous to 'be one. After eſſence, ſhmt'l'fl' and dffrmce must

ſucceed, the former being analogous to ſound, and the latter to infinity; and next to theſe motion

and perrnanznty. Of theſe gcncra too, ſome are particularly beheld about the [do-wan, and others

about the cum-gie: of beings. For every being ſo far as it is a being' participates of a certain

:ffi/lr', as it is ſaid in this dialogue, and in the Parmenide'. But every eſſential power is eithectr

under-ſame, or under r/ffwnt, or under both. Thus for instance hear, and every ſeparatiw

power, ſubſists under zliffimit, but coldneſs, and every caſ/e'cti-ve power, is underſame. And iſ there

is any thing which ſubſists between theſe, it is under both strmt and different. For every energy

is either motion or permammy, or in a certain reſpect both; ſince the energy of intellect may be

rather ſaid to be prrmammy than mation, and in like manner every energy which preſerved the

energizing nature in the ſame condition, or that about which it energizes. But the motion of

2 '- 2 bodies
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mixed with each other, aſter the ſame manner, ought not he neceſſarily to

proceed in his diſcourſe ſcientifically, who is about to ſhow what genera mu

tually aCCOrd, and what do not admit each other? Likewiſe, whether theſe

genera ſo hold together through all things as to be capable oſ being mutually

mingled? And again in their diviſions, if there is another cauſe of diviſion

through wholes P

TH'EE. How is it poffible ſcience ſhould not be requiſite for this purpoſe,

and nearly, perhaps, the greatest of all ſciences?

GUEST. What then, again, Thezntetus, ſhall we call this ſcience? Or,

by Jupiter, have we ignorantly ſallen upon the ſcience ofthe liberal? And

do we appear, while investigating a ſophist, to have first ſound a philo

ſopher?

THEE. How do you ſay ?

GUEST. Do we not ſay, that tb divide according to genera, and neither to

think the ſame ſpecies different, nor a different ſpecies the ſame, is the buſi

neſs oſ the dialectic ſcience P

THEB. We do ſay ſo.

GUEST. He, therefore, who is able to do this, ſufficiently perceives one

idea ' every way extended through many things, the individuals oſ which

bodies into each other does not abide in ſinne, but departs from that in which it ſubſiſts -, and

that which changes the cnergizing nature in the ſame and about the ſame, is stable mation.

Every thing, therefore, by its very being participates of this triad, zffince, Power, and energy, on

account oſ theſe five genera.

' Here genus is ſignified by one idea extended through many: for genus is not an aggregate of

ſpecies, asa whole of parts, but it is preſent to every ſpecies, to which it is at the ſame time

prior. But every ſpecies ſubſisting ſeparate from other ſpecies, and from genus itſelf, participates

of genus. By many idea: dffrentfrom ear/2 all'cr, but externally ramþrzlzemlcd under on: idea, which

is genus, ſpecies are ſignified: externally comprehended, indeed, genus being exempt from ſpe

cies, but comprehcnding the cauſes oſ ſpecies : for genera, truly ſo called, are both more antient

and more eſſential than the ſpecies which are ranked under them. Of genera, alſo, ſome have a

lubſiſtence prior to ſpecies, but others ſubſist in them according to participation. 'To perceive

theſe two, therefore, viz. one idea extended through many, the individuals of which ſubſist apart

* from each other. is the province oſ the divfflve power of dialectic ; but the other two pertain to

the dgflniIi-ve power oſ this art: ſor deſinition perceives one idea through many wholes conjoined

in one, and collects into one definitive conception many ideas, each ſubſisting as a whole. it alſo

connects them with each other, and perfects one idea from the 'aſſumption of all wholes; con

joining the many in one. Beſides this, it conſiders the many which it has collected in one, lying

apart, and the whole which is produced from them.

are
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are placed apart from each other, and many ideas different from each other

externally comprehended under one, and one idea through many wholes

conjoined in one ; and lastly, many ideas, every way divided apart from

each other. This is to know ſcientifically, how to distinguiſh according to

genus, in what reſpect particulars communicate, and how far they do not

communicate with each other.

THEE. Entirely ſo. .

GUEST. But I think you do not give dialectic to any other than one

who philoſophizes purely and justly.

THEE. For how is it poſſible to give it to any other? _

GUEST. If we ſeek', indeed, we ſhall find a philoſopher in a placeoſthis

kind, both now and hereafter, though it is alſo difficult to ſee this character

clearly; but the difficulty oſ perceiving a ſophist is oſa different kind from

that with which the perceiving a philoſopher is attended.

THEE. How ſo? .

GUEST. The former flying into the darkneſs of non-being, and by uſe

becoming adapted to it, is with difficulty perceived through the obſcurity of

the place. Is it not ſo?

THEE. So it ſeems.

GUEST. But the philoſopher through reaſoning, being always ſituated near

the idea of being, is by no means eaſily diſcerned, on account of the ſplendor

of the region. For the eyes of vulgar ſouls are unable to ſupport the view

of that which is divine. ' -

THEIE. lr is likelythat theſe things ſubſist in this manner, no leſs than

thoſe.

GUEST. About this particular, therefore, we ſhall perhaps at another

time conſider more clearly, if it he permitted us. But, with reſpect to the

ſophist, it is evident that we ſhould not diſmiſs him till we have ſufficiently

ſurvcyed him.

THEIE. Yon ſpeak well.

GUEST. Since then it is acknowledged by us, that ſome of the genera of

being communicate with each other, and that ſome do not, and that ſome

communicate with a few, and others with many things, and others again

are not hindered from Communicating through all things with all things ;v

this being the caſe, let us, in the next place, following the order of diſ

courſe,
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courſe, ſpeculate not about all ſpecies, lest We ſhould be confounded by their

multitude,--but, chooſing certain of thoſe which are called the greatest, let

us, in 'the first place, conſider the qualities of each, and, in the next place,

what communion of power they poſſeſs with each other, that we may not

in any reſpect be indigent of diſcourſe about being and non-being (though

we may not be able to comprehend them with perfect perſpicuity), as far

as the Condition of the preſent ſpeculation admits. If, therefore, while we

are affimilating non-being, we ſhould ſay that it is truly non-being, we

ſhould be exculpated.

Tnem. It would indeed be proper that we ſhould.

G-UEST. But the greatest of all the genera which we have now mentioned

are, being itſelf, permanency, and motion.

THEE. Very much ſo.

Gunsr. And we have ſaid that the two latter are uumingled with each

other.

THEL. -Very much ſo.

Guas'r. But being is mingled with both: for both after a manner are.

THEIE. Undoubtedly.

Guasr. Theſe things then become three.

THEE. Certainly.

Guesr. ls not, therefore, each of theſe different from the other two, but

the ſame with itſelf?

THEE. It is.

Guzsr. What then ſhall we now ſay reſpecting ſameneſs and difference?

Shall we fay that they are two certain genera, different from the other

three, but yet always mingled with them from neceſſity? And thus are we

to conſider about five, and not three genera only ? Or are we ignorant thaz

We have denominated this ſameneſs and difference, as ſomething belonging

to the other three?

THEE. Perhaps ſo. - .

Goesr. But, indeed, motion and permanency are neither different nor

ſame.

Tmm. How ſo?

GUEST. That which we in common call motion and permanency can be

neither of theſe.

Tnua.
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'Tnzm WhY?

GUEST. Becauſe motion would be permanent, and permanency be moved.

For, with reſpect to both, the one becoming the other, would compel that

other to change into the contrary to its nature, as participating of the con.

trary. -

THEE. Very much ſo.

* Goasr. But yet both participate of ſame and different.

THEZB. They do.

GUEST. We must not, therefore, ſay that motion is either ſame or diſ

ferent, nor yet must we aſſert this oſ permanency.

THEE. We must not.

Guzsr. Are, therefore, being and ſameneſs to be conſidered by us as one

certain thing?

(THELL Perhaps ſo.

GUEST. But if being and ſameneſs ſignify that which is in no reſpect

different, when we again aſſert of motion and permanency, that both are,

we thus denominate both of them the ſame, as things which have a being.

THEIE. But, indeed, this is impoffible. .

GUEST. It is impoſſible, therefore, that ſamenefis and being ſhould be one

thing.

THE/2. Nearly ſo. *

GUEST. We must place ſameneſs, therefore, as a fourth ſpecies, in addi

tion to the former three.

THEB. Entirely ſo.

Gum-r. But what? Must we not ſay that difference is a fifth ſpecies?

Qr is it proper to think that this, and being, are two names belonging to

one genus? *

THEE. Perhaps ſo. ;

GUEST. But l think you will grant, that of beings, ſome always ſubſist

themſelves by themſelves, but others in relation to other things..

THEB. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But different is always referred to different. Is it not?

THEJE. ltis. .

GUEST. But this would not be the caſe unleſs being and difference widely'

6 differed
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differed from each other. But if difference participated of both ſpecies, as

is' the caſe with being, there would be ſome one among things different,

which would be no longer different with reference to that which is different.

But now it happens from neceſſity, that whatever is different is ſo from its

relation to that which is different.
i THEE. lt is as you ſay.

GUEST. We must ſay, then, that the nature of different muſtbe added as

a fifth to the ſpecies of which we have already ſpoken.

THBB'. Yes. -

GUEST. And we must likewiſe ſay that it pervades through all theſe. For

each one of the others is different, not through its own nature, but through

participating the idea of difference.

THEA-z. And very much ſo.

GUEST. But we may thus ſpeak reſpecting each of the five genera.

THEE- How? - _

GU'EST. ln the first place, that motion is entirely different from permu

nency. Or how ſhall' we ſay? *

THEE. That it is ſo.

Gozs'r. It is not, therefore, permunency.

THBE. By no means.

GUBST. But it is, through participating of being.

THEE. it is.

GUEST. Again, motion is different from ſameneſiz.

THEIE. Nearly ſo.

ſi Gozs'r. It is not, therefore, ſameneſs.

THEZE. lt is not.

GUEST. And yet it is ſame, in conſequence of all things participating of

ſameneſs.

THM. And very much ſo.

GUEST. It muſt be confeſſed, therefore, that motion is both ſame, and

not ſame, nor must we be indignant that it is ſo. For, when we ſay thatitis

both ſame, and not ſame, we do not ſpeak of it in a ſimilar manner; but

when we ſay it is fame, we call it ſo, through the participation of ſameneſs

with reſpect to itſelf; and When we ſay it is not ſame, we call it ſo through

4. Its
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'its communion with different, through which, ſeparating it from ſame, ictt

becomes not ſame, but different. So that it is again rightly ſaid to be not

ſame.

THEE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. lf, therefore, motion itſelf ſhonld in any reſpect participate of

permanency, there would be no abſurdity in calling it stable.

THEIE. Moſt right, ſince we have acknowledged that ſome of the genera

are willing to be mingled with each other, and others not.

Gvnsr. And, indeed, we arrived at the demonstration of this prior to

what we have evinced at preſent, by proving that the thing ſnbſists after

this manner.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But we may again lay that motion is different from different, juſt

as it is different from lamcneſs and permanency.
THEIE. It is neceſſary. A i

GUEST. lt isi- therefore, in a certain reſpect, not different and different,

according to this reaſoning.

THEE. True. .

GUEs'r. What then follows? Shall we ſay it is different from three of

the genera, but not from the fourth? acknowledging that the genera are

five, about which, and in which, we propoſe to fpeculate?

THEB. And how? _

GUEST. For it is impoſiible to grant that they are fewer in number than

they now appear to be. We may, therefore, ſafely contend, that motion is

different from being. -

THBE. We may, most ſafely.

GUBST. it clearly follows, therefore, that motion is truly non-being, and

at the ſame time being, ſince it participates of being.

THEE. Most clearly.

GUEST. Non-being, therefore, is neceſſarily in motion, and in all the

genera. For, in all of them, the nature of different rendering them different

from being, makes each to be non-being. Hence, we rightly ſay that all of

them are non-beings; and again, becauſe they participate of being, that they

are, and are beings.

VOL, m. z M THEB.
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THBE- It appears ſo.

Guizsr. About each of the ſpecies, therefore, there is much of being, but

there is alſo non-being infinite in multitude.

THEE. It appears ſo. A

GUEsT. Must not, therefore, being itſelf be ſaid. to be different from the

others P

THEE. It is neceſſary.

GUEST. Being, therefore, is not ſo many in number as the others; for,

not being them, it is itſelf one, but is not other things, which are infinite in.

number.

THEE. This is nearly the caſe.. ,

GUEST. We ought not, therefore, to be indignant at theſe things, ſince

the genera have naturally a mutual communion. But if ſome one does not

admit theſe things, yet, as we have been perſuaded by the former aſſertions,

in like manner we ought to be perſuaded by theſe.

THEE. Yon ſpeak most justly.

GUEST. We may alſo ſee this.

THEE. What?

GUEST. When we ſay non-being, weſſdo not, as it appears, ſay any thing;

contrary to being, but only that which is different',

THEZE. How ſo?

G-UEST. Just as when we ſay a thing is not great, do we then appear to

you to evince by this word that which is ſmall rather than that which is equal?

THBE. How is it poffible we ſhould P '

GUEST. We must not, therefore, admit that the contrary to a thing is

ſignified, when negation is ſpoken of; but thus much only must beaflerted,

that the terms not, and' neither, ſignify ſomething of other things, when

placed before names, or rather before things, about which the names of the

negations afterwards enunciated are distribnted..

THE/II. Entirely ſo.

GU-BST. This alſb we may conſider by a 'dianoEtic energy, if it is agreeable

to you.

' By non-being, therefore, in this place, Plato means a'ffmm, one of the five genera of being,

THEB.
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THEE. What is that?

Guasr. The nature ofdifferent appears to me to be cut into ſmall parts,

in the ſame manner as ſcience.

THEIE. How?

GUEST. This nature itſelf is one; but a part of it reſiding in any thing

and being individually defined, poſſeſſes a private appellation of its' own;

on which account there are ſaid to be many arts and iciences.

THEJE. Entirely ſo.

Gvnsr. Do not, therefore, the parts of the nature of different, which is

itſelf one thing, ſuffer this very ſame thing?

THEIE. Perhaps ſo. But we must ſhow how this takes place.

GUEST. Is there any part oſ different oppoſite to the beautiful? .

THBE. There is. ,

GUEST. Must we ſay that this part is nameleſs, or that it has a certain

name? '

THEE. That it has a name. For every thing which we ſay is not beau

tiful, is not different from any thing elſe than the nature of the beautiful.

GUEST. Come, then, anſwer me the following question.

THEJE. What question? ,

GUEST. When any thing is defined as belonging to one particular genus,

and is again oppoſed to a certain eſſence, does it happen that thus it is not

beautiful?

THEIE. Itdoes. -

GUBST. But the oppofition of being to being happens, as it ſeems, to be

not beautiful. . t

THEIE. Most right.

GUEST. What then? Does it follow from this reaſoning that the beau

tiful belongs more to beings, and the non-beautiful leſs?

THEE. It does not.

GUEST. We must ſay, therefore, that the non-great and the great fimilarly

are.

THEE. Similarly.

GUEST. Hence, too, we must affiart of the just and the non-just, that the

one in no reſpect is more than the other. '

Tum. Undoubtedly. '

2 M 2 . Gvesr.
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GUEST. And the ſame must be ſaid of other things, ſince the nature of

different appears to rank among beings. But difference having a ſubſistence,

it is neceſſary to place the parts of it as no leſs having ſubſistence.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. As it appears, therefore, the oppofition ofa part of the nature of

different, and of the parts of being, are no leſs eſſence, if it be lawful ſo to

ſpeak, than being itſelf; nor do they ſignify that which is contrary to being,

but only ſomething different from it.

THEE. It is most clear.

GUEST. What then ſhall we call it?

TH EE. It is evident that non-being, which we have ſought after on account

ofa ſophist, is this very thiiw.

GUEST. Whether, therefore, as you ſay, is it no more deficient of eſſence

than the others? And ought we now boldly to ſay, that non-being poſſeſſes

its own nature firmly, in the ſame manner as the great was found to be great,

and the beautiful beautiful, and the non-great to be non-great, and the non

beautiful non-beautiful? Shall we in like manner ſay, that non-being was

and is non-being, as one ſpecies which must be numbered among many

beings? Or must we still, Theaztetus, be diffident about this .P '

THEB. By no means.

GUEST. Do you perceive, therefore, how diſobedient we have been to the

prohibition of Parmenides?

THEE. In what reſpect? \
ſiGUssr. We have wanderedibeyond the limits he appointed us, by thus

continuing still further to exPlore and evince.

THELE. How ?

GVEST. Becauſe he ſays, '* Non-beings never, and by no means are; but

do you, while invgstigating, restrain your conceptions from this path."

THEJE. He does ſpeak in this manner.

GuEs'r. But we have not only ſhown that non-beings are, but we have

demonstmted what the form of non-being is. For, having evinced that the

nature of different has a ſubfistence, and that it is divided into ſmall parts,

which are mutually distributed through all things, we then dared to ſay, that

the part of it which is oppoſed to the being of every thing, is itſelf truly non

4 . THEE.

beinv.
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THEE. And to me, O guest, we appear to have ſpoken with the greatest

truth.

GUEST. Let no one, therefore, ſay, that we, having evinced that non-being'

is contrary to being, dare to aſſert that it it. For we ſome time ſince bade

farewell to him who aſks whether that which is contrary to any thing has a

ſubſistence, and poſſeſſcs a certain reaſon, or is entirely irrational. But, with

reſpect to that which we now call non-being, either ſome one who is not

perſuaded by our arguments ſhould confute us, as not having ſpoken well;

or, if lie cannot do this, he must alſo ſay as we ſay, that the genera are min

gled with each other, and that being and different pervading through all

things, and through each other, different participating of being, i: through

this participation, not being that oſ which it participates, but ſomething

elſe. But, being different from being, it clearly follows that it is neceſſarily

non-being. And again, being, in conſequence of participating of difference,

will be different from the other genera: but being different from all of them,

it is not any one of them, nor all the others, nor any thing beſides itſelf. So

that, without doubt, being is not ten thouſand things in ten thouſand things:

and, in like manner, each and all of the other genera are multifarioufly diſ

tributed, but are not themſelves multifarious.

THEE. True.

Guns-r. And if any one does not believe in theſe contrarieties, he ſhould

conſider, and aſſert ſomething better than has been now ſaid. Or if ſome

one, in conſequence of finding this to be a difficult ſpeculation, rejoices,

drawing the arguments from one ſide to another, ſuch a one, as our preſent

reaſoning aſſerts, is not engaged in a purſuit which deſerves much ſerious

attention. For t/uſſ: neither poſſeſſes any thing elegant, nor is difficult to

diſcover; but I/zat is difficult, and at the ſame time beautiful.

THBIE. What? -

GUBsT. That of which we' have ſpoken above; I mean that, omitting

theſe particulars, wc may be able to confnte any one who aſſerts that differ

ent is ſame, or ſame different. For, to ſhow that ſame is different, and

different ſame, that the great is ſmall, and the ſimilar diſſimilar, and to rejoice

in thus introducing contraries in diſcourſe, is not a true confutation, but is

evidently the province of one who has but a (light apprehenſion of the thing,

and is recently born.

THEE
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THEE. Very much ſo.

GUEST. For, O excellent young man, to endeavour to ſeparate every

thing from every thing, is both inelegant, and the province of one rude and

deſtitute of philoſophy.

THEE. Why ſo?

GUEST. To diſſolve each thing from all things, is the most perfect abolition

of all diſcourſe. For diſcourſe ſubſists through the conjunction oſ ſpecies

with each -0ther._

THEE. True.

GUEST. Conſider, therefore, how opportunely we 'have now contended

with men of this kind, and compelled them to permit one thing to be min

gled with another. '

THEIE. With a view to what? .

GUEST. To this, that diſcourſe may be one certain thing belonging to the

generaiof-being. For, if we are deprived of this, we ſhall, for the most part,

be deprived vof philoſophy. And further still, it is requiſite at preſent that we

ſhould mutually conſent to determine what diſcourſe is. But, if it is entirely

taken away from us, we can no longer ſpeak about any thing. And it will

be taken away, if we admit that things are not in any reſpect mingled with

each other.

THEE. Right. But l do not underſtand why we ſhould now mutually

conſent to determine what diſcourſe is.

GUEST. But, perhaps, you will eaſily understand by attending to this.

THEE- To what?

GUEST. Non-being has appeared to us to be one of the other genera, and

to be diſperſed through all beings.

THEE. It has ſo.

GUEST. After this, therefore, we ſhould conſider whether it is mingled

'with opinion and diſcourſe.

THEJE. On what account?

GUEST. Becauſe, if it is not mingled with theſe, it must neceſſarily follow

that all things are true : but, ifit is mingled with theſe, falſe Opinion and falſe

diſcourſe must be produced. For to opine, or ſpeak of non-beings, is itſelf

falſehood ſubfisting in the dianoEtic part and diſcourſe.

THEE. It is ſo. *

Gussr.
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GUEST. But, being falſehood, is deception.

THEE. It is.

'Cures-r. And deception ſubſisting, all things must neceſſarily be full' of

reſemblances, images, and phantaſy.

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But we have ſaid that the ſophist flies into this place, while he

denies that there is any ſuch thing as falſehood. For he aſſerts that no one

can either think or ſpeak of non-being; becauſe it in no reſpect partici

pates of eſſence. * *

THEE. Theſe things were ſaid by us.

GUEST. But now it has appeared that non-being participates of being.

So that in this reſpect perhaps he will no longer oppoſe us. Perhaps how

ever he wil] ſay, that of ſpecies, ſome participate of non-being, and others

not; and that diſcourſe and opinion rank among thoſe things which do not:

participate it. So that he will again Contend with us, that the image-making

and phantastic art, in which we have ſaid he is concealed, has no ſub.

ſistence; ſince opinion and diſcourſe have no communion with non-being.

He will likewiſe aſſert that falſehood has not any kind of ſubſistence, ſince

this communion of things is no whereto be found. Hence we must in

vestigate the nature ofdiſcourſe, opinion, and phantaſy, that, theſe becoming

apparent, we may perceive their communion with non-being; and, per

ceiving this, may evince that there is ſuch a thing as falſehood ; and, having

evinced this, may bind the ſophist in it, if he is found to be guilty; or,

liberating him, investigate in ſome other genus.

THEE. That, 0 guest, which we ſaid at first about the ſcyphist, appears to

be very true-mI mean, that he is a genus difficult to apprehend. For he'

appears to be full of problcms; nor can any one arrive at his retreats, till

he has first vanquiſhed the obstacle which he throws in the way. For now

we have ſcarcely overcome the obstacle which he hurled forth, I mean that

non-being is not, and he immediately throws in our way another. Hence

it is requifite to ſhow that there is falchood, both in diſcourſe and opinion,

and after this perhaps ſomething elſe, and another thing after that, and'ſo

on, as it appears, without end. .

GUEST. He, OTheaztetus, who is able to make advances continually,

though
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though in a ſmall degree, ought to proceed boldly in this affair. For what

will he be able to accompliſh in other things, who is without ardor in theſe?

For he who either effects nothing in theſe, or is repelled backwards, will

ſcarcely (according to the proverb) ever take the city. But now, O good

man, ſince as you ſay this is accompliſhed, we ſhall have captured the greatest

wall, and the rest will be eaſy and trilling.

Tnem. You ſpeak well.

GUEST. Let us then now, in the first place, as we ſaid, conſider diſcourſe

and Opinion, that we. may more clearly ſhow, whether non-being touches

upon theſe, or whether both theſe are in every reſpect true, and neither of

them at any time falſe.

THEE. Right.

GUEST. Come then, let us again ſpeculate about nouns, in the ſame

manner as we did about ſpecieshnd letters. For that which is the object

of our preſent investigation appears in a certain reſpect to have aſimilar

ſubſistence. 4

THEE. What is it you wiſh to be conceived r'eſpecting nouns?

GUEST. Whether all of them harmonize with each other; or ſome

accord, but others do not.

THE-DE. It is evident that ſome accord, and others do not.

GUEST. Perhaps your meaning is this, that ſuch nouns as in an orderly

ſucceffion aſſert and evince ſomething, mutually accord; but that ſuch as

ſignify nothing by continuity, do not mutually accord.

THEIE. How do you mean? and what is it you ſay?

GUEST. What I thought you would both understand and aſſent to. For

there is a twofold genus of vocal declarations reſpecting eſſence.

THEE. How?

GUEST. One, which is called nouns, and the other verbs.

THEE. Speak of each.

GUEST. That which is a declaration in actions, we call a verb.

THEE. We do.

GUEST. But a mark or ſign of voice .mpoſed on the agents themſelves,

We call a noun.

THBB. Very much ſo. v

GUEST.
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Guns'r. From nounthhereſore, alone, enunciated in continued ſucceffion,

a ſentence is never produced; nor yet again from Verbs enunciated without

nouns.

THEE. Theſe things I have not learned.

szsr. But it is evident that you just now acknowledged this, when look

ing to ſomething elſe. For this is what I 'wiſhed to ſay, that when theſe are

enunciated in continued ſucceſſion, a ſentence is not produced.

THEJE. How ſo?

GUEST. As, for instance, walks, runs, ſleeps, and ſuch other words as

ſignify actions, all which when any one enunciates in continued ſucceſſion,

he will not by this means produce a ſentence.

THEE. For how can he?

GUEST. Again, therefore, when any one ſays, a lion, a stag, a horſe, and

ſuch other nouns as ſignify agents themſelves, a ſentence will not yet be pro

duced by this continuity. For the things enunciated do not evince action,

or a privation oſ action, or the eſſenu: oſ a thing which is, or which is not,

till verbs are mingled with nouns. But when they are harmonized, a

ſentence is immediately produced, and the first connection of theſe is

nearly the first ſentence, though it ſhould be the ſhortest poſſible.

THEE. How is this?

Guns'r. When any one ſays, A man learns, would you not ſay that this

is the ſhortest and first ſentence?

THEIE. Iſhould.

GUEST. For he then evinces ſomething reſpecting things which actually

are, or are riſing into being, or have been, or will be. Nor does he deno

minate only, but he finiſhes ſomething connecting verbs and nouns. Hence

we ſay that he ſpeaks, and does not alone denominate, and to this con

nection we give the name of diſcourſe.

THEJE. Right. -

GUEST. And thus as we ſaid reſpecting things, that ſome harmonized

with each other, and that others did not, ſo likewiſe with reſpect to the ſigns

of voice, ſome do not harmonize, but others do, and produce diſcourſe.

THBJE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Further still, attend to this trifling thing,

T1-1E1E._ To what?

VOL. m. 2 N GUEST.
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_ Guss-r. That diſcourſe when it takes place must neceſſarily be a diſcourſe

about ſomething: for it is impoſſible that it can be about nothing.

Tnuz. It muſt.

Guas'r. Ought it not, therefore, to be of ſome particular kind?

THEE. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Let us then give diligent attention;

THEE. For it is requiſite.

GUEST- I will, therefore, enunciate to you a ſentence, in which a thing

is conjoined with action, through a noun and a verb: but do you inform me of

what it is a ſentence.

THEE. I will, as far as I am able.

GUEST. Theaetetus ſits :-is this along ſentence P

THEE. lt is not; but a moderate one.

GUEST. It is now your buſineſs to ſay what it is about, and of whom it is

a ſentenceJ

THRZE. It is evident that it is about me, and of me.

Gunsr. But what again with reſpect to this P

THEB. To what P

Gvasr. Thezetetus, with whom I now diſcourſe, flies.

THEE. Reſpecting this alſo, no one can ſay but that it is about me, and

of me. A p

Gursr. But we ſaid it was neceſſary that every ſentence ſhould be of ſome

particular kind.

THEL. We did. _

GUEST. But of what kind muſt each of the ſentences just now mentioned

be ?

THEE,- One must be falſe, and 'he other true.

GUEST. But that which is true aſſerts things reſpecting you as they are.

THEB. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. But that which is falſe afferts things reſpecting you different from

what they are. .

THEE. It does;

Guts-r. It ſpeaks, therefore, of things which are not, as if they were.

THEE. Nearly ſo.

GUEST. And it ſpeaks of things which have a ſubſistence, but which do

5 not
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not belong to you. For we ſay, that about every thing there are many things

which have a ſubſistence, and many things which have no ſubſistence.

THEJE. Very much ſo. r

GUEST. In the first place, therefore, it is most neceſſary, that the latter

ſentence which I enunciated reſpecting you ſhould be one of the ſhortest,

according to the deſinition we have given of a ſentence.

THEE. This must now be acknowledged by us.

GUEST. In the next place, it must be conſeſſed that it is a ſentence of

ſomething.

THEJE. It must.

GUEST. But if it is not of you, it is not of any thing elſe.

THEE. For how ſhould it? -

GUBST. But if it is not of any thing, it cannot in any reſpect be a ſentence.

_,For we have ſhown that it belongs to things impoſſible, that diſcourſe ſhould

exist, and yet be a diſcourſe of nothing.

THEE. Moſt right.

Gunsr. When, therefore, other things are asterted of you, as if they were

theſhme, and things which are not, as things which are, ſuch a, compoſition.

of verbs and nouns becomes altogether, as it appears, a really and truly falſe

diſcourſe.

Tmzm. Most true.

GUEST. But what with reſpect to the dianoEtic energy, opinion, and

phantaſy, is it not now evident that all theſe genera, as well the falſe as the

true, are produced in our ſouls?

THEB. How?

Gussr. You will eaſily understand, ifyou first of all apprehend what each

of them is, and' in what they differ from each other. '

TBEE. Only inform me.

GUES'I'. Are not, therefore, the dianoiz'tic energy and diſcourſe the ſame,

eXCept that the former is an inward dialogue without voice, of ſoul with

itſelf?

THBE. Entirely ſo.

Gves-r. But the fluxion from the diano'e'tic energy through the Mouth,

proceeding with ſound, is called diſcourſe.

THEB. True.

2 N 2 Guzsn
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GUEST. We perceive this alſo in diſcourſe.

THEE. What?

GUBST. Affirmation and negation.

THEE. We do.

Guusr. When, therefore, this takes place in the ſoul according to 'the

dianoe'tic energy, accompanied with ſilence, can you call it any thing elſe than

opinion P

THUE. How can I? ,

Guas'r. But, when again, a certain paſſion of this kind is preſent, not ac

cording to the dianoe'tic energy, but through ſenſe, can it be rightly denomi

nated any thing elſe than phantaſy i

THEE. Nothing elſe.

GUBST. Since, then, diſcourſe is both true and falſe, and it appears that

the dianoEtic energy is a dialogue of the ſoul with itſelf, but opinion the con

cluſion of the dianoEtic energy, and phantaſy the mixture of ſenſe and opi

nion with each other, it is neceſſary, ſince theſe are allied to diſcourſe, that

ſome of them ſhould be ſometimes true, and ſometimes falſe.

Turne. Undoubtedly.

GUEST. Do you perCeive, therefore, that we have found more eaſily than

we expected, that opinion and diſcourſe are ſometimes falſe? For just now

we were afraid, lest by investigating this matter we ſhould attempt a work

which it is perfectly impoſſible to accompliſh.

THEL'. I do perceive.

GUEST. Let us not, therefore, deſpair as to what remains ; but, ſince theſe

things are rendered apparent, let us recall into our memory thoſe diviſions

according to ſpecies which we mentioned before.

THEE. Of what kind were they?

GUEST. We divided image-making into two ſpecies ; the one affimilative,

and the other phantastic.

THEE. We did.

GUEST. And we ſaid we were dubious in which of theſe we ſhould place

the ſophist.

THBE. Theſe things were ſaid by us.

GUEST. And while we were doubting about this, wc were oppreſſed with

a still darker vertigo, in conſequence of that aſſertion which is dubious to all

men,
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men, that there can be no ſuch thing as either a reſemblance, or an image,

becauſe that which is falſe has never in any reſpect any ſubfistmce whateven

THEE. You ſpeak the truth.

GUEST. But now ſince diſcourſe has become apparent, and likewiſe falſe

opinion, it is poſſible there may be imitations of things, and that from this

diſpoſition the art of deceiving may be produced.

THEE. It is poſſible.

GUBST. And was it not alſo acknowledged by us above, that the ſophist

is converſant with theſe?

THFE. lt was.

GUEST. Let us, therefore, again endeavour, by always biſecting the pro

poſed genus, to proceed to the right hand part of the ſection, attending to

its communion with the ſophist, till, having taken away all his common pro

perties, and leaving the nature peculiar to him, We may be able eſpecially to

exhibit this to ourſelves, and afterwards to thoſe who are naturally most

proximate to the genus of this method.

THFE. Right.

GUEST. Dld we not, therefore, begin dividing the effective art, and the

art of acquiring?

THEE. Yes.

GUEST. And the art of acquiring preſented itſelf to us in hunting, contests,

merchandize, and ſuch-like ſpecies._

THEE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. But now, ſince the imitative art comprehends the ſophist, it is

evident that the effective art muſt first receive a twofold diviſion. For imi

tation is a certain making, We ſaid, indeed, it was the making of images,

and not of things themſelves. Did we not?

THBE. Entirely ſo.

Gum'r. But, in the ſirst place, let there be two parts of the effective art..

THEE. What are they P

GUEST. The one is divine, the other human.

THEJE. I do not yet understand you.

Cues-r. Ifwe remember what was ſaid at first we aſſerted that the whole

of the effective art was a power cauſing things to exist afterwards which

were not before.

TREE
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THEJE. \Ve do remember.

GUEST. But, with reſpect to all mortal animals, and plants which are

produced in the earth from ſceds and roots, -t0gether with ſuch inanimate

natures as ſubſist on the earth, whether they are bodies which can be lique

ficd, or not, can we ſay that they were afterwards generated, when before

they were not, by any other than a certain fabricating God? Or ſhall we

employ the dogma and aſſertion of many?
THEJEct. What is that? .

GUEST. That nature generates theſe from a certain fortuitous cauſe, and

which operates without thought. Or ſhall we ſay that they are produced in

conjunction with reaſon and divine ſcience, originating from Deity itſelf?

THEE. I, perhaps, through my age, often change my opinion. However,

at preſent looking to you, and apprehending that you think theſe things were

produced by Divinity, l think ſo*too.

GUEST. It is well, Thezetetus. And if we thought that in ſome future

time you would be ofa different opinion, we ſhould now endeavour to make

you acknowledge this by the force of reaſon, in conjunction with neceſſary

perſuaſion ; but ſince l know your nature to be ſuch, that, without any argu

ments from us, you would of yourſelf arrive at that concluſion to which I

have drawn you, I ſhall diſmiſs the attempt; for it would be ſuperfluous.

But l adopt this poſition, that things which are ſaid to ſubſist from nature

are produced by a divine art: but that the things which are compoſed from

theſe by men, are produced by human art: and that, according' to this poſi

tion, there are two genera of the effective art, one of which is human, and the

other divine.

THEIE. Right. .

Gucsr. But, ſince there are two genera, biſect each of them.

THBIE. How?

Ours-r. Just as the whole of the effective art was then divided according

to breadth, ſo now let it be divided according to length.

Tmzm. Let it be ſo divided.

Guasr. And thus all its parts will become four; two of which indeed,

with reference to us, will be human; and two again, with reference to the

Gods, divine.

THEE. They will.

. szsr.
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Gut-:sr. But with reſpect to theſe, as being again divided in a different

manner, one part of each diviſion is effective, but the remaining parts may

be nearly called repreſentative. And hence, again, the effective art receives

a twofold diviſion.

THEJE. Inform me again how each is to be divided.

GUEST. With reſpect to ourſelves and other animals, and the things from

which they naturally conſist, viz. fire and water, and the ſisters of theſe, we

know that each of theſe productions is the offspring of Divinity. Do we not?

THEIE. We do.

GUEST. After theſe the images of each, and not the things themſelves,

follow; and theſe are produced by a daemoniacal artifice.

THEE. What kind ofimages are theſe?

GUEST. Phantaſms which occur in ſleep, and ſuch as appearing in the day

are called ſpontaneous; as, for instance, ſhadow, when darkneſs is generated

in fire: but this is twofold, when domestic and foreign light concurring in

one about ſplendid 1 and ſmooth bodies, and producinga ſenſition of ſeeing

contrary to accustomed viſion, effect by theſe means a. ſpecies.

THEE. Theſe works, therefore, of divine making are two, viz. the things

themſelves, and the image which follows each.

Gvnsr. But what? Shall we not ſay that our art, by architccture, makes

a houſe, but by painting, that other thing, the image of the houſe, which is,
as it were, av human dream effected by men awake?

THEIE. Entirely ſo.

GUEST. Hence, by giving a twofold diviſion after this manner to other

things, we ſhall again find twofold works of our effective action, and we

must call the one auturgz'c, or the thing itſelf effected, but the image, repre

ſentative.

THEE. I now understand you better, and I admit theſe two ſpecies of the

effective art, with a twofold diviſion, viz. the divine and human according

to one fection; and the thing itſelf effected, and the offspring of certain

imitations, according to the other.

Gum-r. Let us, therefore, recollect, that of the image-producing art we

* See the latter part of the introduction to the Timteus.

aid,
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ſaid, one kind would be affimilative, and the other phantastic, if it ſhould

appear that the falſe is truly falſe, and one certain thing belonging to beings.

THEE. We did ſay ſo.

GUEST. Is it not, therefore, apparent, that we have now indubitably enu

merated two ſpecies? '

THEE. Yes.

'GUEs-r. '"We must, therefore, again give a twofold distribution to the

phantastic ſpecies.

THEE. How?

GUEST. One kind being that which is effected through instruments, but

the other being the phantaſm of that which exhibits itſelf as the instrument

of the efficient.

THEIE. How do you ſay?

. .Gunsrr. I think, when any o'ne employing your figure cauſes body to ap

pear fimilar to body, or voice to voice, this is particularly called an imitation

belonging to the phantastic ſpecies.

THEE. It is.

GUEST. Calling this then imitative, we will divide it; but w-e will diſ.

miſs the whole of the other member, as being now weary, and we will

permit ſome other perſon to collect it into one, and give it a proper .deno.

mination.

THEE. Let 'the member then you ſpeak .of be divided, and let us diſmiſs

the other.

-'GUEST. And indeed, Theaetetus, it is fit to think that this alſo is twofold;

but take notice on what account.

'THELL Say.

"Gunsr, Oſ thoſe who imitate, ſome knowing that which they imitate

do this, but others not knowing it. Though, can we place any diviſion

greater than that of ignorance and knowledge?

THEE. We cannot. . '

GUEST. Will not, therefore, that which we just now ſpoke of be an imi

tation oſ thoſe that are endued with knowledge? For this man,

you, imitates your figure.

THEE, Undoubtedly.

knowing

Gum-r.
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GUEST. But what ſhall we ſay reſpecting the figure of justice, and, in

ſhort, of the whole of virtue? Do not many, though they are ignorant.

vthink that they know this, and, while they imitate that which ſeems to them

to be the figure ofjustice, endeavour, both in words and works, to make it

appear that it is inherent in them?

THEIE. Very many, indeed.

GUEST. Are they not, therefore, diſappointed in their expectations of ap

pearing to be just, as they are not ſo in any reſpect? Or does the very con

trary to this take place?

THEIE. The very contrary takes place.

GUEST. I think then we must ſay that this imitator is different from the

other, he who is ignorant from him who knows.

THEIE. We must,

GUEST. Whence, then, can any one derive a name adapted to each?

Or is it evident that it is difficult? Becauſe a certain antient cauſe of the

diviſion of genera into ſpecies was unknown to our ancestors, ſo that

none of them attempted to divide ; and on this account they Were neceſſarily

very much in want of names. But at the ſame time, though it may be a

bolder aſſertion, for the ſake of distinction, we ſhall call the imitation which

ſubſists with opinion doxomz'metic ; but that which ſubſists in conjunction with

ſcience, a certain historic imitation.

THEJE. Be it ſo. ' 1

Gvasr. The other of theſe appellations, therefore, must be uſizd: for a

ſophist was not found to be among the ſcientific, but among imitators.

Tnza-z. '" nd very much ſo.

GuEsT. Let us then conſider this cloxastic imzſitator, or one who imitates

from opi ion, as if he were iron, and ſee whether he is ſound, or whether he

contains in himſelf ſomething twofold.

Let us conſider.

GUEST. He is, therefore, very copious. For, of ſophists, one is fooliſh,

thinking that he knows the things which he opines: but the figure of an

other, through his rolling like a cylinder in diſcourſe, is replete with abun

dance of ſuſpicion and fear, that he is ignorant of thoſe things which he

ſeigns himſelf to know before others. v

THFJE. There are both theſe kinds of ſ0phists, as you have ſaid.

rot" m. 2 o Gunsr.
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'GUES'n May we not, therefore, place one of theſe as a ſimple, and the

other as an ironical imitator?

THEE. It is proper ſo to do.

GUEST. And again, ſhall we ſay that the genus of this is one or two?

THEJE. Do you ſee whether it is or not.

GUEST. l conſider ; and two imitators appear to me: one employing

irony among the multitude publicly, and in prolix diſcourſes ; and the other

compelling the perſon who converſes with him to contradiCt himſelf, and this

privately, and by ſhort diſcourſes.

THBE. You ſpeak most rightly.

Gunsr. What then did we evince the imitator to be who employs prolix

diſcourſes? Did we evince him to be a politician, or a popular ſpeaker ?

THEIE. A popular ſpeaker.

* GUEST. But what did we call the other,_a wiſe man, or ſophistic?

THEE. To call him a wiſe man is impoſſible, ſince we have plaCed him

as one who is ignorant; but as he is an imitator ofa wiſe man, he muſt

evidently receive a ſimilar appellation. And I now nearly understand that

this character ought truly to be called one who is in every reſpect a real

fophist.

GUEST. Shall we not, therefore, bind together his name, as We did before,

connecting every thing from the end to the beginning?

THEIE. Entirely fo.

Gvssr. He, therefore, who compels thoſe that convarſe with him to con

tradict themſelves, who is a part of the ironic genus, and a doxaſiic imitator,

who likewiſe belongs to the phantastic genus, which proceeds from the repre

ſentative art, who is to be deſined to be not a divine but a human production,

and who by the artiſice ofhis diſcourſes belongs to the wonder-working divi

ſion; he who ſays that a real ſophist is of this stock and conſanguinity will,

as it appears, ſpeak most truly.

Tnue. Entirely ſo.

THE END OF THE SOPHISTA.

THE


